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EVALUATION
THIS WEEK .
THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER

PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS-O-F

4 THROUGH 8

Friday, Feb. 13, 1981

No. 5

VOICE Faculty Evaluation:
Guide for the Student Body

Selective Service:

A few weeks ago we were sitting at dinner discussing today's
evaluation of the faculty. Overhearing our conversation, a freshman
,
joined our discussion. '
signed up blindly for six classes in the two quarters I've been
Tve
M
t'sairl m3iwt Kaw-H-i i fiua rf fftm Kmms Kaon 4iis4c Vim kam
uuicu, oim iiorcii i kuiku way mwa nuw b a iresnraan.suppo5ea IU
know what he's getting into?"
When it comes to selecting courses and professors, students-especiaunderclasspeisons-ofte- n
have very little to go on. We hope
that the faculty evaluation published in today's VOICE will help alleviate
"
this problem.
.
.
Realizing that different students look for different qualities in a
professor, we have asked questions designed to examine various
.
aspects of a professor's teaching ability. To those students for whom
exciting classes are most important, one question deals with the
presentation of material in the classroom; to other students who value an
individual relationship with their professors, two questions deal with
e
accessibility and ability to relate in a
situation. For still other
students looking for a less demanding course, one question concerns the
amount of work required.
Originally we limited our survey to a random sample of
upperclasspersons who were asked to evaluate professors they have
had for a class in their major. When many students not selected showed
" interest in participating, we decided to expand the evaluation to include
the remaining juniors and seniors who have declared majors. We would
Eke to thank the 427 students who responded-abo- ut
half the juniors and
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by Dianna Trover
Dick Gregory told his audience
of townspeople and students that
he accepted the Black Forum's
fen vita tkm to speak during
Black
Awareness Week so the FBI and
CIA agents who "trail him around
the world" would get stuck in

Wooster during
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neighborhood, then-tel- ls
you that
nuclear power is cheap.. C'mon, VOICE retracts last week's headare you serious?" he asked quietly,, line "College Freshman Stabbed in
then shouted, "the government' Racial Attack Tuesday." There is
subsidized the nuclear power no evidence to indicate that the
assault was motivated by racism.
cont on p. 11
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Jefferson'sEg uus Promises
Potent. Drama
in-the-Rou-

by Kevin Orubb
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Equus marks Jefferson's ninth .
theatrical production of winter
directing
experience at the College
quarter, Equus, will premiere Feb.
19 at 8:15 p.m. in , Shooboy (including three plays she wrote
Theater. The 1974 play by Peter herself). Prior to her position as
Shaffer will be directed by associ- associate professor in the English '
she
ate professor Annetta Jefferson Department at wooster,
with assistance from freshman studied drama at the Erwin .
scholar Laura Sheets, production Piscator Studio in Manhattan, was ,
designer Jerry. Hanson and stage associated with the Cleveland
Playhouse and Caramu Theater,
manager Anne Burke.
and produced television
wrote
Jefferson stated her interest in
Eguus was partly borne from a programs for WZ1Z TV, among- desire to work with experimental other accomplishments. She cap- ;
theater at the College. The play, sufizes her cast as"great!, com-- ,
lends, itself to environmental menting that They .have the
theater and done
the intelligence and sensitivity needed
complexities.
audience is at once thrust into the to realize Shaffer's
Its audience in
Equus
confronts
stylistic and realistic dramatic qualShoobroy next Thursday at 8:15..
ities which make EQuus
with the following cast Martin .
p.m.
feels her production will
Dysartr DayJd Underwood; Alan
help destroy the myth that
Strang, Glenn Becker: ' Hester ;
is not an important
Salomon Susan Lee; Frank
land of theater...
TheTplay itself is potent in its Strang, Paul Hartje; Dora. Strang, '
subject matter, the story of a Sara Howes; JiD, Mason, Lee '
Merrill; Harry Dalton. Scott Peterle;
boy sent to a psychiatrist after the mysterious and brutal, Nurse, Margaret Poethig; Nugget
act of blinding five horses. Equus Horseman, Dick te Bokkel; Horses,
poses questions concerning how Katen Davis. Michael Korzinsky,
society conditions us to feel, Tom Truss and Jeffrey Ryder. The
religion, worship and sexuality, and play will continue Feb. 20, 21, 22,
presents its themes in a blunt frank 24, 25, 26, 27 and' 28 at 8:15 pjn. .
manner. Jefferson stresses that the with a matinee on the 22nd.
play is, for mature audiences only Tickets are currently for sale at the
box office In Freedlander Theatre.
due. to its explicit language and ..
-
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Gregory Urges Audience to Awaken

hard-presse- d

--

.-

PoGtical activist Dick Gregory points to a Newsiveelt issue to
Elustrate a point Tuesday in McGaw Chapel. Photo by Rodger
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snowstorm.
Gregory was introduced as a
comedian, author, actor, human
rights activist, philosopher and
political analyst Tuesday evening
to McGaw. After entertaining his
audience for 20 minutes with
jokes, he .began his analysis of
America's political and social
climate. The audience frequently
interrupted Gregory's lecture with
.'
applause.
"I wonder, said Gregory, "as I
look at this nation, how long wiO
pur greed last How long will you
country is
fail to see where-t- he
headed? You keep playing games
with yourself when you know that
the country is controlled by some
greedy old white men living on the
East Coast . How long will you
tolerate their manipulation?" Gregory also spoke on nuclear
ratings. Actually the scores indicate that the opposite is true. The ratings power, you iojks aren
i saie, ne
of
those
the
consistently
than
better
for "demanding' professors were
government
puts a
"The
said.
"
"easy" professors.
V
nuclear power plant - in your
faculty
The 1980-8- College of Wooster catalogue calls students and
partners in learning.'' We agree with this description and recognize the
endorsing the
central role the faculty plays in our education. Because of the professors' NOTE: Theofpetition
Education
General
a
institution
"partners'
their
choosing
vital roJe students need a better source for
Cultural"
in
Studies
in
requirement
than the hearsay of a couple of friends. No student should have to enter
over
received
has
Definition
-- as did
mnportant
blindly.
partnership
.the freshman weJ signaruVes'and win be reviewed600
such an
by
encountered over dinner. We hope that we have done something to help
Policy
Committee
Educational
the
him and others Eke him in making an education at Wooster as
next week. EPC has made final
;
y "
worthwhile as it can be.
'
.......
Thomas Helper decisions on proposals with fewer
v
'
"
'
r
:
'
Nancy Duncan signatures than that The outcome
..
''
Watt Vanderbush of this proposal should be
'
soon.
'J. T
'."
Louise A. Blum
"..
.
;
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sbv Kevin Grubb
Despite the "Selective Service
System's - recent announcement
that it may request colleges io
release student records' to trace
men who did not register for the
draft College of , Wooster Vice
President of Academic Affairs,
William Baird said Wooster will
not comply with the request
"unless required by law." Currently
the SSS is allowing the decision to
release or withhold college records
to rest with individual academic
institutions. If, however, a court
decision is passed requiring colleges and universities to relinquish
a student's record, many schools
across the country will have little
choice but to release academic ,
records or face federal prosecution.
The College of Wooster at this"
time . will not release student
records unless it has the permission
of me student involved. The
College will release records with-- ,
out first notifying students only if
required by law. Baird stated that,
percent of
in the past, "Ninety-nin- e
aO cases involved1 students who
already agreed to the release."
Across the country students are
" cont on p. 8
-
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seniors at Wooster.
Our decision to ask students to evaluate only professors in their
majors was based on our belief that a student's impression of a professor
mkiht be biased bv a distaste forthe subject material. Certainlu it would
not be fair to have a Chemistry professor's rating determined by
students who find Chemistry itself not to their Eking. As a result,
however, there are several smaller departments where alow response
rate has forced us to leave some professors out of the survey. Also
eliminated from thesurvey are first year professors, visiting professors,'
arid members of the administrariort.
- Thjs.evahiation has several other limitations which should be noted.
Given the size of the sample drawn, we do not make any claims to
statistical significance. Also, we think it is important to emphasize the
difficulty in cross departmental comparison of professors. There is no
reason to think that Philosophy majors and Biology majors, for example,
are using the same absolute standard. Finally, this is an historical
evaluation. The ratings reflect student opinions based on classes taken in
the past. Recent improvement will not necessarily be reflected in a
' '
r- professor's scores.
Not surprisingly, our evaluation prompted numerous
comments. We are pleased that most of themwere positive, but several
were' negative. These criticisms, by ' both professors and students,
;
deserve a response.
The most common argument against our study was the fear that good
people on the faculty who are not particularly outstanding professors will
- : be hurt when presented publicly with their low rating. Kjnt professor
suggested that we print only the scores of those professors rating above
-,
'
: '
acceptable.
- We decided to print the scores of every professor for whom we
received a sufficient response regardless of his or her rating. Although
' we can understand the fear that some professors will be hurt, we believe
that students have the right to be informed. When professors begin
refusing to give low grades to students from tear of hurting them, we win
. be much more receptive to that fine of reasoning.
- Another rjrofessor aroued that some students who have been criven
Inuu arades bu their rirofessors will use this evaluation to "Get back at"
their professors. He advised that we limit our sample to good students.
,
to understand why the opinions of one student are
' We are
more vana man tnose oi anoiner sruaeni, simpry oy virtue oi graae pomr
average. We think the scores indicate that students were restrained in
"
''
;
their criticism. . ..y '0 ' ;'
' - V Along the same fines, other opponents argued that the professors who
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Culbertson Reply Illustrates
A Manifestation of Hatred

Dear Editor,
It is not without a certain
consternation and disgust that I
read the articles of the VOICE of
Feb. 6. What concerns me the most
is that students wrote those articles.
They are nothing but a manifestation of hate, hate towards those
who dare denounce or criticize,
whether Blacks or foreigners.
Although their problems are different, they are both asked to leave
for saying aloud what they think. It
is amazing that you still consider
the Blacks as being "yours"; it
strangely reminds me of your boys.
You imply that foreigners have
only the right to mingle with the
mass, the majority, by thus denying
"your" minorities to have the right
to be an integral part of your
melting pot You were all
given the privilege to come and
study here; having this privilege
does not imply that one cannot
express hisher opinion. "Nobody
is perfect", as Seneca put it.
But young people should have
the energy to look for remedies, to
believe in ideals, to use their sense
of criticism and their power of
analyzing, to put things into questions instead of remaining passive
by trying to conform to the norms
or instead of forcing others to
conform to the norms. The
privilege you have to be here is not
used at its utmost, since you are
here to think, to use your brains
and to broaden your views as
much as you can. Being in an
institution of liberal arts, 4 you
should be better able to find
thought provoking ideas among
people on campus and inside- - the
courses. And when you do, you let
your anger try and annihilate the
people by rejecting them instead of
so-call- ed

confronting

them

through

discussion.
The College offers you a wide
variety of courses to challenge and
stimulate your thoughts, to expose
you to different ideas if you are not
impervious to different subjective
analyses. I strongly recommend
you to give special attention to
history and take lessons from it, not
to mention philosophy, literature
and religion, without forgetting
your own experiences by opening
your eyes to the world, experience
being the source of theory.
I want to stress the fact that

some foreigners are not reacting
only because they are in the States.
They would do the same thing if
jthey were in their country. Generally, they are not passive; they fight
for an ideal, for improvements.
You used to in the 6C s, but you
conr on p. 10

Culbertson Resident
Is Misrepresented
Dear Editor,
I am a resident of Culbertson
house. A letter to the editor
appeared in your last issue concerning a foreign student It was
signed by 7 members of Culbertson house. This list of names
included mine, which surprised me
greatly. You, the editor, claim that
you printed the letter just as it was
received. In fact you showed the
letter to me and it did have my
name typed at the end of it Iahad
no knowledge of this particular
letter until I was told by a friend
that it appeared in the Voice. I was
astonished and I felt misrepresented. Culbertson house is composed
of individuals. I have my own
opinions and feelings. I don't like
being classified at all, and especially based on the sentiments of
others, taking sides on the issue
that has been addressed by the
recent signs on Hesson and
Culbertson houses seems to me to
be a step backward. At this point
energy should be devoted to a
constructive end instead of the
opposite. I don't appreciate having
to explain my position under these
circumstances and would prefer to
speak in person to anyone
interested.
signed,
Timothy Dickson
--

Dear Editor,
As an administrator, I have a lot
of hesitation about stepping into
the debate on racism at the
College. I do not feel qualified to
speak from that perspective on that
topic. As a member of the College
community, however, I have a lot
of hesitation about staying on the
sidelines.

Published weekly durirtg the academic year by the students of the
College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone, and should not be construed as representative of
administration policy.
The VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from students,
faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater Wooster
community. AO correspondence may be addressed to the VOICE, Box
3187, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
The VOICE is a member of the United States Press Association and the
Ohio Newspaper Association. The subscription rate is $10.00 per year for
second class delivery.
Offices of the VOICE are located in Lowry Center. Telephone: (216)
ext. 433.
264-123- 4.
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to the

a response

comment against the human right
of freedom of speech that was
made in one of the articles of the
VOICE of Feb. 6, 1981 by seven
fellow students and was "directed
against a foreign student as a
representative of the foreign students on campus. It is especially
sad that seven young people who
claim to be academically oriented
towards a liberal arts education
and who live in an "advanced"
society would make such a claim.
Are those students trying to repeat
George Orwell's words in his book
Animal Farm: "All (people) are
created equal, but some are more
equal than others"?
Should we then make freedom a
national privilege and limit it within

An Adrrrinistrator Advises Wooster
Students to Learn to Work Together

THE VOICE

Feature Editor

Elitist Freedom Saddens
Dear Editor,

: . .

. Louise A. Bkim

Kevin Grubb
Diarma Trover
Hank Sperry.
Rodger PelagalK
John Crozier
Jay West
Pam Weiler
Missy Betcher

Reporting Staff:
Karen McCartney, Susan Reid, Robin Wilson, Timothy E. Spence, Jake
Reiter, C. Clara Nelson, Lauren Smith. Dan McKenty. Matt Daly. Hugh
Crowed, Dave Bryan, Edith McGandy, Katharine L Blood, Ed Zambie
Columnists:
Lee Merrill, Peter Havholm, Alkis Papademetrious. Jim Luce

People are lining up against
each other, and no one is listening;
everyone is caught up in words. It
is easy to hide behind words like
"nationalism,
and "patriotism."
But those words should mean
more than a
attitude toward the United States
(an institution). Because the nation
is made up of people. And the
dignity of the nation can not be
separated from the dignity of its
people. To be really interested in
or even our
our nation
conf on p. 3
.

do-or-di- e,

like-or-Iea-
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Babcock Residents
Angered at Letter
Dear Editor
We were angered and disappointed by the attitudes expressed in a
"letter to the Editor" written by
members of Culbertson House.
We feel that the letter took a very
patronizing attitude toward "Our
Black Americans", as well as an
arrogant attitude toward foreign
students. Education is no more a
privilege for international students
at the College of Wooster than for
any other student. We reject the
idea that a foreign student could
.abuse his "privilege" simply by
' displaying his opinion on social
justice.

Don't we all have the responsibility
to speak out against injustice? Are
Americans so narrow-mindethat
we cannot bear criticism from other
cultures?
Terree Haidet & Susan Krehbiel
Residents of Babcock Hall
d

frontiers? Is freedom a.multi-de- aennmon tor
tinea raear-o- ne
American whites, another for
American Blacks and a third for
foreign students? This certainly
does not seem a healthy attitude;
and it does not generate any
progress of the human civilization
either.

'foreigner"
I

Human Rights are
Ignored in Letters

fellow students
in these beliefs

Guest Editorial

Boxv2914;Ext244

,

v

And should I need to remind my
that I am not alone
and refer them to
the constitution of the United
Nations, to their own constitution,
or to the principles of this College?
Or should I talk about human
history as a striving to establish and
secure human rights?
Is it right then to turn our backs
and reject those principles, and
potentials for free, independent
thought and action? Should we
renounce all the steps we've made
toward a better communication
and toward a relationship of trust
and respect and blind ourselves in
a chauvinist illusion of superiority?
Are they suggesting that we as
foreign students should feel inferior
and keep our mouths shut looking

ud to them with admiration, simply
because they are white Americans? It would be ridiculous, if it
weren't so sad to think that there
are people that actually made such
a claim.
Tessie Tzavaras, sophomore

Dear Men of Harambee:
Two days ago I received a copy
of the Jan. 30 issue of the VOICE
and learned for the first time of
'
your sign
America, we've
been hostages for 400 years"--an- d
the responses to it. I am disgusted
and appalled at the negative
reactions you received. They show
what simplistic and narrow-mindeperspectives and attitudes some
people have, and is one vivid
example of the reactionary direction this nation is taking. The
concerns for human needs and
human rights have always been on
the bottom of the list of priorities in
conr on p. 20
by Elizabeth Halbert
--"-

Hey,

d

I

Reflections on Harambee's
Message: Hostages Fprever?

Hey, America! We've been heki" tostage" for four hurKlred years
And no one seems to give a damn about our being released from

bondage.

.

America can rally world support to free 52 Americans who were being
held in a foreign land.
But America can't rally national support to free the Americans held
hostage in America.
- It hits too close to home.
It's easy to condemn actions taken by others and to be oblivious to
negatives of the same actions when we ourselves execute them. For Iran
it was a retaliating action. What's America's excuse?
In response Tve heard
"America Love it or Leave it."
We had no choice in our being brought here. We objected.
The hostages chose to go to Iran. They knew that they were taking a
risk. Had they refused they would have lost a job.
Our ancestors would have lost their lives.
r liatMi vnami inKe Kilt nnhl fxno lift Mr. Christopher's time as chief hostage negotiator has come to an end.
Please, Uncle Same, don't do that. Don't stop.
Uyourcan so diligently work to release people who have been held for
only 444 days, just think of
How hard you can work for those who have been held so much longer.
,
They talk of the
Psychological scars,
.
Well, they are nothing new. Many people have them and have had
them for life times.
They've survived.
,
Some people say that the 52 Americans should feel displeased with the
'
government's handling of the episode.
Well they are not the only ones who should be enraged at the
--

-

'

.

'

government's
Handling of the Hostages.
They should be glad that it was a foreign power that they were being
held by. Had they been home they may not have been freed.
'
I fear that we're termrnalry iH.
,
"
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Yellow Journalism of Staff
Distorts Writer's News Story

N0TEv001lS5,

Yellow journalism. Sensationalism. Making a mountain out of a mole

:.

M)6TOPRiraUftl01

hffl.

These were common descriptive references made about a story,
authored by this writer, which appeared last week ("College Freshman
StabbedIn Racial Attack Tuesday").
The headline, which did not do justice to the story, not to the students
invoKed in the reported knifing, was a mark of irresponsibility on the part
of the editor and the editorial staff. The headline clearly exploited the
controversy over the sign which is displayed at Harambee, and was
perhaps intended to undermine this journalist.
Reading the body of the story, one can easily understand the
circumstances which surrounded the Armington incident. No
responsible headline writer would have mistaken & story which made no
'mention of race 'whatsoever, and a story which reported - using
evidence from police and security reports, as weD as the residence hall
staff that a knifing occurred, for a racial attack and stabbing.
As a member of the newspaper staff, this reporter will continue to
report incidents relevant to the campus in a professional manner.
Unfortunately, the tincture of yellow in the eyeglasses of my fellows
prevents professional universal journalism.

300RNMJKiA MfiSOl . HUH?

.

--

HI.

Headline Misleads Readers;
No Racial Motives in Attack

Director Urges to

Together
'Hang
cohtfromfuZ

shouldn't we be
community
.
. .
.1
really interestedi in kch.ii vunei:
This is Black Awareness Week. It
is a time when we should be
the
together
celebrating
dignity and heritage of some of our
. people, not drawing the battle lines
of blamesharing. Because we are
one nation, and we should be
indivisible. That doesn't mean
homogeneous; it means not
separable. It means that we should
support each other by discussion
ioy
i.
listening
ratner man reiananon,
to each other rather than tearing
'each other down, and by .working
together to understand our
As soon as we start firing
of words like "nation" and "community-,''
we should think about
what those words mean. Because if
one part of our community, black
or female or whoever, is hurting.
then the - community is hurting.
And we need to work together for
Its healing.
In the words of. Benjamin
."If we do not hang
Franklin,
.,
.
II..
Ltl rrtosi. ossuieuiy
logeiner, we snau
hang separately.''..;
.
Sincerely.
'
Rocky Parsons
.,
Director. Compton Hall

i

'

.

.

-diff-

""

..

.

erences.

slanted and sensational journalism
have become used to; the Voice
has at last moved into the realm of
public falsehoods. From the latter
conclusion a question of the
editor's intent can be drawn. What
are you trying to do, Ms Blum? Are
you trying to cause an incident so
that you may have something to
write on? Honestly, I doubt voir
have the skill to be a good agent
provocateur. Just give us the facts
you alone must hold or issue a
retraction. If you can offer no
satisfactory explanation for thiiJ
outrage I would urge you to
resign.
I

IAN HARTR1CK

BOX 1761

Blum, not Up to

"Mickey Mouse
.Dear Editor,
I must give credit to Tim Spence
for writing an objective article in
the Feb. 6, Voice entitled "College
Freshman Attacked in Racial Incident" I wish I could offer you the
same credit for your choice of
headlines. I must say that I am not
surprised with your attempts at
sensationalism, which I viewed as
not even good enough to be called
"Mickey Mouse." If you had read
the article, you would have found
that nowhere is there evidence of a
racial problem or a "stabbing."
Neither the victim nor the accused
even commented on the incident
After a conversation with the
author Tim Spence, I received
even further evidence that the
incident was of a nonracial nature.
So where did the idea of a racial
conflict come from. Louise? There
seems to be only one logical place.
I hope I can say that you are
seeking a solution to the problem
of racism which exists here on
campus. If this is truly one of your
concerns then why don't you seek
solutions rather than increase
tensions for the sake of attracting
readers.
'You seem to have more causes
than anyone . I know: each week
there is a new one. This is fine but
r fed that .you are using OUR
newspaper to further YOUR ends .
and vent personal frustrations. I
hope that in the few issues you
have left that you.can start to print
a paper that is truly by and for the
college community. s'
- Tom Van Cleef
Box 2935
.

Armington Hall Staff Clarifies Headline
"
Dear Editor,
We are writing in reference to
last week's article titled, "College
Freshman Stabbed in Racial
Attack Tuesday." While we feel
that the article itself was a fairly
accurate report, the headline was
inaccurate and misleading for
several reasons.
First, the term "stabbed"
carries with it a connotation of an
attack and a wound of greater
severity than was the case in
'

:

.

headline with no supporting
evidence is . an indication of
sensationalism and irresponsible
journalism.
It is one thing to report the news
as it is; it is another to report it as
one supposes it to be. We hope
that in the future the Voice will
stick to honest, substantiated, and
reporting of news,
Sincerely,
The Armington Residence Hall
Staff
.
-

Armington. Although any incident
in . which a person receives a
wound is a serious one, we believe

--

that the headline" overstated the
of the incident
Second, "racial attack" implies
that the motive behind the incident
was racial. However, there was no
evidence to indicate that the

--

severity

incident was racially motivated,
and nothingwas mentioned about
it in the article. To make such an
unsubstantiated allegation in a

-n-

on-sensational

--

Dear Editor,
In reading the February 6th
edition of the Voice I was shocked
to see the bold headline "College
"Freshman Stabbed in Racial Attack
Tuesday''. This seemed a serious
report A racial attack on campus,
the thought of such an event
incensed me. Yet as I read on and
finished the article, the farcical
nature of the report struck me full
in the face. THERE WAS NO
MENTION OF ANY RACIAL
INCIDENT DURING OR PRECEDING
ALLEGED
THE
ASSAULT!!! There was no mention of race. PERIOD.Most confused, I questioned the reporter,
Tim Spence, who told me he had
not been responsible for the
headline and that to the best of his
knowledge there had been no
racial motivation for any of the
events. It had been a simple case of
a thoughtless act leading to a hear
disasterous end.
' I must conclude that Louise
Blum or some other Voice editor
was responsible for this extremely
misleading and apparently ficticious headline. This transcends the

CPS

-

US Policies Insensitive to Oppressed Home arid Abroad

Dear Editor.
I want to protest the headline
("US Poor Need More Aid Than
Foreign Poor") placed above the
rsecond part of my letter to Wooster
students published in the Jan. 30
issue of the VOICE. It may seem
like a small misinterpretation but I
consider it a significant one. First,
the headline does not reflect what I
was trying to say in the letter and
second, the headline does not
reflect what I believe. .
What I was trying to point, out in
the article is the increasing lack of
concern for the welfare and dignity
of Jellow human beings. There is
an intensification in American
national and foreign policy, as well
as in individual attitudes of many
f Americans, of disregard for human
rights and human concerns, if not
outright violation of them. In terms
of correcting the injustices of
poverty- - 'when the lives of people,
are involved, the question is not
who of the poor deserve or shall
receive aid. but how can we
provide every person with a decent
quality of life, respect self pride .
and an equal opportunity to
develop his or her potential. In
other words, the tendency is to
think in terms of crumbs (if even
that) and who of the poor shall get
a bigger share of the crumbs. But,
we need to rum our attention to
the whole pie and how it can be
divided fairly on the basis of need.
We cannot and should not deal
with poverty solely on a national
level because it is a world
phenomenon.
Because of the
unequal distribution of wealth
among nations, the issue of human
needs fas well as those of human
dignity and human rights) must be
dealt with on a world-widbasis.'
--

i

..

--

:

--

e

Since the United States is one of
the wealthiest nations of the world.
we have an enormous responsibility for the poor and oppressed of
other nations, as weD as for. the
poor and oppressed of this nation.
However. American policies and
the attitudes of many Americans

reflect - a .real insensitfvity
to
oppressed people abroad .'and
oppressed people in this country.'
And this is what concerns me!! '-

Lynette Parker (Juntor.COW.)
Feb.
1981
Birmingham. Alabama

a

-

Damages Caused by Room Flooding
Dear Editor,
After much demand from
students and apparent administrative-reluctance,
this year Wooster

initiated

non-progra-

coed

m

dormitories. You would think that
cohabitation would
be a long time coming. But alas,
this time it is the college which has
forced two innocent freshwomen,
Jan Turleyand Connie Powell, to
take up occupance on a men's hall!
We Wanger residents suspect it to
faculty
be a plot of
room-by-roo-

The thaw and rain of Sunday,
1, caused the first episode of
water, running down the walls in
;

--Feb.

m

left-win- g

members

who have been

stomping on our roof in their
spiked heels." This, women's
spiked heels, so we are told, has
caused Wagner's leaky roof which
has in turn caused flooding in Jan
and Connie's original room.
--

.

.

two fourth floor rooms. It not only
ruined possessions and carpeting,
but continued down to the rooms
beneath. That day, no one from
maintenance was accessible and''
security couldn't do anything. The

problem and accompanying

nauseous smell - continued all
week, though Jan and Connie
were told that Jar had been put on
thereof.
, Now that would have been well
and good if the women hadn't been
greeted .with a tone on their door
warning, ."the floods have started
again," upon returning' from their

-

weekends'

off-campus-la-

st

contort p. 10

Faculty Evaluation Photo Still Missing

Causes Concern
Dear Editor,'
First I would like to thank you for
the many hours of hard work that
you and the staff put into the
workings of the VOICE. 1 appreci
ate the freedom to have a student
paper. However, at this point I am
very concerned over the current
project of professor evaluations.
As a Sociology student using
questionnaires for my LS, I
cont on p. 10

Dear EditorT
The art' exhibitions inLowry
Center are ' on display for ..the
students of The College and the
Wooster community and should
not be abused. Will the person who
took one of .Barbara, Ernst's '
photographs while her exhibition
was being taken down
...
return
:,.J If such actions should continue '
to occur, all future exhibitions will
be canceled.
Lee Reynolds. SAB Chairperson
Cindy Wolfe. Art Chairperson ,

--p-

J

it?,--."-

-

.

.-

lease

J
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FACULTY EVALUATION
Major
Name of professor being evaluated

2) The amount of work for which
each student was responsible
1
was unreasonably easy
.should have been more
2

professor presents
' material in such a way
as to make class
unbearable

1) This

Jboring
--bearable

3)

4)

The extent to which this
professor relates to
students one on one is
totally unacceptable
inadequate
acceptable
very good

2
3
4

5excellent

5)

I

Andrew Weaver
'

.excellent

up to you, would you give this professqr tenure, thus providing
him or her with a permanent position at the College of Wooster?
(Regardless of whether he or she is already tenured)
If it were

1)

4.67

1)

4.67
2) 3.00
3) 4.78

2.67

3) 3.67
4) 3.33
5) 3.17
6) 3.08

4) 4.11
5) 4.78
6) 4.78

Tenure: 75

Tenure: 89 Yes
Comments:
Sensitive,
knowledgeable and exciting, Dr. Lewis is highly
recommended.

Comments:

Yes
Dr. Downs

and

classes could
more demanding.

print-makin-

J

Rebecca Seeman
1) 3.60
2) 3.00
3) 3.40
4) 3.40

5) 3.40-- "
6) 3.50

Tenure: 89 Yes
Comnfents: Ms. Seeman
is innovative and is often
responsible for bringing
new artists to campus.

g

lent in class and

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

be

clear in lectures, and
available to his students.
neces
sary in his classes.

3.95

3) 4.22
4) 4.18
5) 3.77
6) 4.09

knowledgeable,

students.
clear; stresses practical
application of theories.
Well-organize- d,

'

Tenure: 95 Yes
Comments: Dr. Powell
is helpful and sensitive
to the students needs.
Students' went out of
their way to comment on

Tenure: 92?. Yes
.Comments: Dr. Borders
is one of the most demanding professors at
the College. He is very

George Galster
1) 4.17
2) 3.26
3) 4.43
4) 4.38
5) 4.33
6) 4.57

his fairness.

and

communicates that
knowledge effectively.

4.00
2) 2.44
3) 4.38
4) 3.62
5) '3.75
6) 3.88
Tenure: 83 Yes
Comments: Dr. Bromund
is noted for his parti
cularly active presenta
tion of material. Very
good rapport with stu

1)

1)

Michael Kern
1)

dents

one-to-on-

e.

Tenure: 95 Yes
Comments: Stimulating,

John Reinheimer

Richard Bromund

on

4.00
2) 3.79
3) 4.00
4) 3.50
5) 4.25
6) 4.42
Tenure: 92 Yes
Comments: Dr. Kem is
and knows
his subject. Students
comment on two things-ho- w
much he demands
and how much one
learns.

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Or. Burnell
is enthusiastic about the
subject, and eager to
convey his knowledge to

2) 2.86

4.47
3.73
3.84
3.92
4.38
4.23

'

challenging, intelligent,
and witty. Dr. Galster is
one of the most highly

-

3.30

2) 2.77
3) 2.79
4) 3.43

e.

1) 3.57
2) 3.09
3) 3.96
4) 4.04
5) 3.87
6) 4.17

David Powell
1)

one-to-on-

Jim Burnell

material.

Charles Borders

un-

3.20
4.00
3.40
4.20
4.00
4.10
Tenure: 83 Yes
Comments: Dr. Hinton
is demanding, extremely

hard-workin-

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Burnell
takes time with her students in and out of class
to clarify concepts and
explain material. Excel-

Tenure: 100 Yes'
Comments: Dr.. Hellwig
is patient and willing to
help students who are
having difficulty with the.

criticized for his am
biouous tests and often
erroneous and confusing
lectures.

1)

Self-motivati-

1) 4.00
2T3.00
3) 4.65
4) 4.59
5) 4.12
6) 4.47

1) 3.25
2) 3.25
3) 4.13
4) 4.50
5) 3.50
6) 3.70

Tenure: 37 Yes
Comments: Dr. Wise is

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
.

Barb Burnell

Louise Hellwig

1) 2.44
2) 3.67
3) 3.33
4) 3.67
5) 2.56
6) 2.33

Claude Hinton

3.80
2) 3.00
3) 3.55
4) 3.45
5) 3.50
6) 3.60
Tenure: 90 Yes
.Comments: Mr. Olson's
strength and love is
and it shows. In
other areas, however, his
enthusiasm is limited.

and

Donald Wise

NOMICS

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Haynes
cares about his students
and motivates them
successfully. He is admired both personally
and professionally.

cares about his students
and goes out of his way
to supply study aids.

exciting except for his
sense of humor. His

1)

interesting

ISTRY

is 'disorganized

George Olson

extreme scores.

CHEM-

2) 2.75

1)

3.62
2) 3.15
3) 4.07
4) 3.80
5) 4.10
6) 4.13

understandable. He

Flovd Downs

averaging of these

1)

ized,

BIOLOGY

both

positive and negative.
The medium ratings
listed above reflect the

is knowledgeable, organ-

.No

Arne Lewis

tense feelings,

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Weaver

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: (Please say anything else you feel would
aid a student in deciding whether to take a course from this professor.)

-

His lack of organization
is his greatest liability.
Dr. Williams inspires in-

comments.

LeRov Havnes

1) 3.70
2) 3.00

'

Tenure: 77 Yes
Comments: Dr. Williams
is more than willing to
help his students, but is
often difficult to locate.

Yes
Comments: Dr. Gaus
stresses class participation. Consistently high
ratings and favorable

3) 3.60
4) 3.40
5) 4.30
6) 3.90

found the amount of learning 6) On the whole, I would rate this
professor
which took place in this
1
totally unacceptable
professor's class to be
1
totally unacceptable
--inadequate
--acceptable
inadeouate
.very good
--acceptable
very good
.excellent
--excellent

ART

."

4.09
4.27
4.25
Tenure: 95

Yes
Tenure:
Comments: Dr. Perley
cares- - about his students and his presenta-- ,
tion of material is provocative. Knowledgeable in
his field and conveys that
knowledge to his stu-

very good

.Yes

3.11
4.31

5)
6) 4.36

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

1) 3.62
2) 2.98
3) 3.53
4) 2.44
5) 3.65
6) 3.37

dents well.

The extent to which this professor makes him or herself
accessible to the student is
.totally unacceptable
1.
2.
--inadequate
.unacceptable
3.
4.
5.

4.18

100

demanding
was unreasonably
5
demanding

exciting

5

1)

46

just aoout ngnt
.should have been less

.something to look
forward to

1)

3.91
2) 3.27
3) 4.09
4) 4.00

.

T.R. Williams

Paul Gaus

James Perlev

FACULTY EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

.

recommended professors at Wooster.

5)3.15
6) 3.10

Tenure: 76

Yes
Comments: Dr. Reinheimer could be more
challenging. ' He relies
mainly on the lecture
format and .tends to

James Heisler
1) 3.44
2) 3.25
3) 3.25
4) 3.38
5) 3.60
6) 3.33

inject his personal

opinions into the

'

lectures. Helpful.

Tenure: 69 Yes
Comments: Dr. Heisler's
testing is much criticized,
especially his emphasis
on rote memorization
of
and regurgitation
material. Many complaints
about favoritism. An en- -

g

.

comments concerning professors reflect
those made by the students surveyed. .

.

All

'
'

tertaining and
lecturer.

well-organiz-

ed
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FACULTY EVALUATION
Rav McCall

Joanne Frve

John Navlor
1) 2.73
2) 3.08
3) 3.50
4) 3.92
5) 3.25
6) 3.46

1)

3.83

2) 3.28
3) 3.76

4) 3.67
5) 3.94
6) 3.94

Tenure: 75 Yes
Comments: Dr."Nayter is
nnnular as an I.S. adviser
because he is helpful and
knowledgeable
about
resources.

Tenure: 90 Yes

2) 2.88
3) 4.06
4) 3.87
5) 3.81
6) 4.16

Tenure: 88 Yes
Comments: Several students note Dr. Pollock's
helnftilness and recom
mend him especially fori
intro courses. Many
students enjoy his sense
of humor.

1) 4.13
2) 2.95
3) 4.50
4) 4.05
5) 4.09

3.27
2) 3.15
3) 2.98
4) 3.08
5) 4.00
6) 3.54

2) 2.89
3) 339
4) 3.89
5) 3.06
6) 2.84

'

.

Tenure: 79

Yes v
Comments: Dr. Moldstad
is known for his enthu-

siastic presentation,

'

Tenure: 59 Yes
Comments: Dr. Reimer
is a less than dynamic
d
lecturer. He is
outside of class.
weH-fike-

whichsome students find
Emphasizes
excessive.
class discussion.

1) 3.57
2) 3.80
3) 3.53
4) 3.33
5) 4.06
6) 3.73

Tom Clareson
1) 2.78

i

2) 2.91
3) 3.45
4) 3.67
5) 336
6) 3.45

N

Tenure: 93 Yes
Comments: Dr. Stevens
was given consistently
high ratings. Relies

.

Tenure: 68 Yes
Comments: Dr.

Larry Stewart
1) 3.35
2) 2.70
3) 3.56 .
4) 3.96
5) 2.94
6) 3.37
Tenure: 80

-

Clare-so- n

'

--

.

which may confuse
students.

Paul Christianson
1)

4) 3.71
5) 3.73

6) 3.80

Tenure:.80 Yes
Comments: Dr. Christianson is an interesting
and intelligent lecturer.
Some students complain
about the difficulty of
-

Annetta Jefferson
1) 4.23
2) 2.62
3) 3.15
4) 3.38
5) 3.69
6) 3.46

Fred Cropp

talking" with him.

v

Ms. Jefferson

meets with a controversial reaction from

stu-

dents. She is moody,
quite talented, inspiring
to some while intimidating to others, and

chalengiig. She demands
that the students criticize
their own work and learn
discipline.

rs

"

'

3) 3.91

'

N6)4.06

Tenure: 88 Yes
Comments: Dr. Cropp's
unparalleled enthusiasm
for rocks is
on campus. He demands
similar enthusiasm from
his students. Dynamic
well-know-

and friendly.

1) 2.83
2) 3.07
3) 3.00
4) 3.00
5) 3.60

n

5) 4.55
6) 4.55

6)3.43

g

d

Erika Laquer
1)

.

'

.

assigns interesting

336

2) 3J
3) 4.00
4) 3.93
5) 3.71
6) 3.86

'
'
;

"

'.

Tenure: 100 Yes

Yes '
Comments: Dr. Gates is
one of the more demand- frig professors on campus but weD worth the
effort. He leads very
good discussions and !
readings.

r"

;

-

Tenure: 100

...

x

.
Tenure: 62 Yes
Consnents: Dr. Hondros
intelligent but may
nave trouble cornrnuni-catinhis knowledge.
Some find him condescending. Erratic, has
good and bad days. Likes
pop quizzes. .

,

4)3.82

.

'

John Hondros

John Gates

3) 4.06
4) 4.13
5) 4.06

V

s

.

V

fast-pace-

"

class discussion.

and
exciting. Returns tests
and papers with amazing
speed. A few complaints
about favoritism.

1) 4.45
2) 3.55

.

Tenure: 100 yes
Dr. Hodges
is easy to get to know
and has a good sense of
humor. He tends todom-inat- e

Dr. Cahoun
is one of the best professors on campus. Lec-

1) 4.03
2) 3.31

--

--

, Comments;

Comments:

GEOLOGY

-

Comments:
.

but fair.

tures are

basis.

e

1) 3.93
2) 3.00
3) 4.14
4) 3.86
5) 3.93
6) 4.29

.

Tenure: 100 Yes

sion effectively. He

Tenure: 83 Yes

147

2) 3.07
3) 3.60

.

'

1) 4.47
2) 3.05
3) 4.00
4) 3.89
5) 4.44
6) 4.61

"

one-to-on-

James Hodges

Daniel Calhoun

could be more cnafenghg.

gent, but has

communicating with students. Tends to go off on
tangents during class,

a

non-majo-

Yes
Comments: Dr. Stewart
uses classroom discus-

d.

intelli4 extremelydifficulty

'

"

1) 3.80
2) 3.00
3) 4.10
4) 3.60
5) 3.75
6) 3.90

open-minde-

classes and very ood on.

Comments: Dr. Roche
is one of the most demanding professors at
Wooster. This is appre
ciated by majors, but
many urge that
beware. Tests are
considered very difficult,

--

thusiastic about' his

HISTORY

Deb Hiltv

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Hflty is
feminist,
enthusiastic
and

--

.

Tenure: 100 Yes
--

heavily on. class participation.

ENGLISH

26

James Roche

2) 3.20
3) 4.27
4) 4.40
5) 4.07
6) 4.30

Yes
Comments: Dr. Herring
is intimidating and condescending to some students, though intelligent
and a proficient teacher.

1)35

, 2) 3.00 3) 4.00
4) 3.36
.
5) 3.59
,
6) 391"
Tenure: 82 Yes .
Comments: There is a
division of opinion con- cerrang
Dr. 'Goings.
Some fed he is vigorous .
and exciting; others fed Z
he is disorganized' and
his classes poorty struc-ture- d
AB agree he is em

humor.

1) 4.17

Tenure: 73

Ken Goings

rather monotonous lectures are somewhat off'
set by a subtle sense of

Bonnie Stevens
'

I

2) 2.81
3) 3.38
4) 3.44
5) 3.50
6) 3.56
Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Osgood
is a good adviser. His

2)
3) 3.40
4) 3.50
5) 3.25
6) 330

N

not an Overly demand-

Richard Osgood
1)

5

'

ing professor; students
must be able to motivate
themselves. He is, however, extremely knowledgeable and helpful if
you are willing to make
the effort to inquire.

35

1)

D2.50

is

1) 3.23

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Havholm!
is a good lecturer. He
leads interesting discus
sions and demands class
participation

3-5-

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Koucky

David Moldstad

6) 4.28)

1) 3.55
.
v
2)
'
3) 3.73
4) 3.64
5) 4.18
"
6) 4.23
.
Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: .Dr. Gedalecia is very demanding'
and extremely intelligent.
Can be distant at first.
Strict attendance policy.

4)3.57
5)3.71
6)3.86

.

-

Henry Herring
Richard Reimer

1) 3.21

one-to-o-ne

Peter Havholnv

David' Gedalecia

2) Z71
3) 3.29
-

Comments: Dr. McCal is
an extremeV knowledgeable professor, a demanding but fair grader known
for his dry sense of humor.
In
situations he
is often stiff. He apneas
serious and 4tratffor-war- d
but is never duL Ks
Shakespeare class is
among the most recommended of any course on
campus.

Comments: Dr. Frye has
earned a lo of respect
for her intelligent and
challenging presentation
of material, though some
students have complain
ed that she is too de
perspective. Enthusiastic!
and dedicated.

1) 3.94

'

Tenure: 90 Yes

mandina. Feminis

Gene Pollock

Frank Kouckv

3.67
2) 3.18
3) 3.06
4) 3.56
5) 4.12
6) 3.94
1)

I

Comments: Dr. Laquer
emphasizes discussion1
groups.
but sometimes dry lectures on a wide range
of topics,. which sometimes seem to lack continuity. Good on one-to- . one basis.
,
Well-planne-

d

A
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FACULTY EVALUATION
John Warner

Havden Schilling
3)
4)
5)
6)

2.59
3.12
3.65
4.06

1)

3.33
2) 3.09
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

3.91

3.42
4.17
3.

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Schilling's choices for course
readings sometimes include fiction and are
varied and interesting.
His rather dry lectures

are occasionally enlivened by innovative teach-- '
ing methods.

2.91
2.91

Tenure: 59

2.77
2) 2.92
3) 4.08
4) 4.00
5) 2.92
6) 3.58
Tenure: 75 Yes
Comments: Not particularly demanding. Dr.
Turner "relies mainly on
discussion. His classes
meet three days a week.
1)

1)

3.17

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

2.81

3.00
3.17
3.67
3.46
Tenure: 83

3.43
2.86
3.29
3.86
3.14
3.57

Tenure: 88 Yes
Comments Dr. Watts'
but scholarly
manner in the classroom
eccentric

requires
students. Emphasis on
class presentation and
group projects.
self-motivat-

1)

2)
3)
4)

Mr.

5)

Zim

6)

1)

3.50

1)

Melcher Fobes
1)

Daniel Winter

3) 4.70
4) 4.70
5) 4.35
6) 4.90

4.16

2) 3.38

3) 4.19
4) 4.31
5) 3.56
6) 4.56

4.20

2) 2.98

1)

2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

Yes
Tenure:
Comments: Sensitive,
enthusiastic, concerned,
100

V

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Fobes is
a demanding but highly

respected professor.

students conv
mented on his ability
to make. math exciting
and rewarding.

Gallagher is iinanimously
admired.

Charles Hampton
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

3.53
3.07
3.93
4.13
3.80
3.87

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Hampton is recommended by
his students for his helpfulness and availability.

Buckingham-Garlic- k

1) 3.50
2) 3.11
3) 3.33
4) 3.56
5) 4.24
6) 3.83

Tenure: 88 Yes
Comments:
Comments: Dr. Garfick is
knowledgeable and stu-- .
dents fed they absorb
much of that knowledge.
She is defensive about
her teaching and works
better with small groups.

13.20

2) 2.45

3) 4.00
4) 3.70
5) 3.35
6) 3.53

--

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: .Dr. Korn is
perhaps the most accessible professor at the
College; a fixture at

Ms. Nichols, they also

that she does not demand enough of them.

Mom's. Demanding in
intro courses.

"Teel

.

PHYS. ED.

Bob Nve

Brian Bateman
3.75
2) 2.90
3) 3.65
4) 3.75
5) 3.80
6) 3.80
1)

1)

4) 3.35
5) 3.88
6) 3.80

his informal
style.

n

comments

con-

cerning professors
reflect those made by
the students surveyed.
r-

-

-

-

.

Tenure: 94 Yes
Comments: Mr. Bruce is
demanding and respected in the
classroom. He is even,
more highly regarded as
an adviser.
d;

1

.

humor:"'.

Maria Sexton

3) 3.56
4) 3.56
5) 3.94
6) 3.83
well-organize-

.

.

Tenure: 94 Yes
Comments: Mr. Nye has
a good rapport with students while maintaining
discipline. Students learn
a lot from him. although
he could be more demanding. Good sense of

teaching

333

2) 3.17

3.78

2) 2.80
3) 3.85

-

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: A knowledgeable professor,
makes his
classes enjoyable. Some
complaints on his lack of
organization were more
than offset by the advantages and rewards of

1)

'

Tenure: 90 Yes
Comments: While most
studentslike and respect

Bob Bruce
All.

cularly demanding.

Nan Nichols

3.88
2X3.25
3) 4.62
4) 4.25
5) 4.25
6) 4.00
1)

Mr.-Batema-

distant at first. Dr. Winter
is highly respected by
his students.

Many

Nancy

4.13
3.13
4.00
3.88
4.50
4.50

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Formal and

knowledgeable, Dr.

Fred Korn

-

others. All agree, however, that one can learn a
great deal from him.

Jack Gallagher

d

interested in the student

4.32

personality which delights some students and
intimidates and annoys

student.

well-organize-

soft

g,

-

Tenure: 80 Yes
Comments: Considered
very strong in service
classes, Mr. Morgan is
in the
classroom but not parti-

spoken,- and sometimes
not demanding enough.
tie has an engaging
curiosity and is very

'

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Russell
has an overwhelming.

and. clear

easy-goin-

.

-

3) 3.86
4) 3.64
5) 4.32
6) 4.26

about demands on

EMATICS

is'

Jack Russell

Tenure: 94 Yes
Comments: Dr. Dykstra
is a talented performer,

MATH-

3) 3.52
4) 3.34
5) 3.30
6) 3.26

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Hustwit

3.89
2.67
4.28
4.17
4.00
4.17

2) 2.96

d

1)3.26
2)2.35

5) 3.72
6) 3.72

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Moore
does no4 demand
enough of his students.
He has a vibrant personality appreciated both in
and out of class..

3.81

well-organize-

Bob Morgan

3.54

1)

Dale Moore

computer

3.19
2.94
3.13
3.63

Engages his

Ron Hustwit

Yes

MUSIC
1)

taneously.

--

demanding.

2) 2.54
3) 3.72
4) 3.91

problems inherent in a

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

96-Y-

students in the material

Tenure: 0 Yes
Comments:

puter facilities and the

ed

2.00

5) 1.71
6) 2.00

Brian Dvkstra

es
Tenure:
Comments: Mr. Marangi
finds time both for teaching and for coaching. He
is liked and respected,
but could be more

Tenure: 80 Yes
Comments: Dr. Haden
manages to be intimidat
ing and insDirina simul

-- Stuart Ling

knowledge
merman's
and patience have irh
pressed his students.

Flovd Watts

e.

3) 2.29
4) 2.00

concerned the limitations
of the College's comn

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

2) 2.00

Comments:' The most
frequent comments here

one-perso-

one-to-on-

5) 3.54
6) 3.52

4.10
3.00
3.40
3.40
4.00
4.20

1)

3.28

2) 2.82
3) 3.48
4) 3.46

James Haden

Yes
Comments: Dr. Hamilton
is patient with beginners
and works well with stu-

dents

1)

SOPHY

"

Tenure: 70

1)

deDartment.

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Yes

Comments: While not a
dynamic lecturer. Dr.
Warner's interest in his
students and willingness
to help is much appreciated. He applies math
to a wide range of topics.

Carl Zimmerman

James Turner

1)

3.10
3.60
4.20
4.00
3.20
6) 3.40
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

Art Marangi

PHILO-

Mark Hamilton

1) 2.50
2) 2.50
3) 2.75
4) 3.19
5) 2.50
6) 2.75

"

'
--

'
Tenure: 37.5".. Yes
Comments: Ms. Sexton
is an ineffective com- - '
municator and not nearly

demanding enough.
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FACULTY EVALUATION,
A1

Marcus Pohlrhann

Van Wie
1) 2.79
2) 2.50
3) 2.79
4) 2.57

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

-

5) 2.71
6) 2.79

Yes
Comments: Many students feel that Mr. Van
Wie puts more energy into being a coach and
athletic director than
being a teacher. Tends to
be difficult to find. His
courses are not challenging enough.

5)
6)

stats course.

-

.

4.20
2) 3.20
3) 4.20
4) 4.40
5) 4.40 6) 4.60
Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Dr. Jacobs
is tough, but fair. He
states concepts clearly

2)
3)

4)
5)

r--

--

-

Margaret White
2.89
3.00
3.33
3.67
3.06
2.78
Tenure: 67 Yes
Comments: Dr, White
has a tendency to go off
on tangents during class.
1)

.

Good rapport

1)

RELIGION
1) 3.61

" 2) 3.08

Gordon Collins

Brad Karan

3) 3.77
4) 3.05
5) 3.14

2) 3.00
3) 3.21
4) 3.21
5) 3.29
6) 3.07

-

"

6)3.27
Tenure: 71

,

Yes
Comments: Dr. Collins
is inaccessible to students and disorganized
in his lecturing style. He
is knowledgeable on a
wide range of topics and
a fair grader.'
v

Tenure: 62 Yes
.

Arnie Grossblatt

1)

-

1) 3.91

'

2)
3)
4)
5)

3.13
3.98
4.04
4.30

N

Tenure: 82.. Yes
Comments: Dr. Baird
has rigid fundamentalist
views and is considered
sexist by some. Those
who get past these biases
find him knowledgeable
and interesting. Some
warn that it is best not
to disagree with him.

--

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Mr. Grossblatt is a stimulating
lecturer. Informal and
energetic. Aware of current developments in his

1) 4.00
2) 3.33
3) 4.67
4) 4.56
5) 4.39
6) 4.56
Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Ms. Wismer
is open minded
and
innovative.

SOCI-

Tom Raitt
'

4) 4.14
5) 4.36
6) 4.07
Tenure: 93 Yes
Comments: Dr. Raitt is
talk to.

Comments: Dr. Guldin is
a strong lecturer and
encourages class discussion. He is open to a wide
variety of opinions.

Chuck Hurst
1) 3.39
2) 3.11
3) 4.39-

-

-

4) 435
5) 3.89

--:

6) 4.22
Tenure: 49

Yes

Comments: While Dr. :x
Hurst is a good lecturer,
his strength is in advising
students. He is insightful,
resourceful,
and
ex-trem- ek

OLOGY

.

Atlee Stroup
1)

6)

x

..

;

3) 3.70
4) 4.10
5) 2:s6 t '; .
;
;
6) 2.67
Tenure: 40 yes .
Comments: As an ad-, viser. Dr. Stroup is one
- of the most highly
".

35

Tenure: 49 Yes
Comments: Some stu
dents feel Dr. Blair is the
best professor they've
had at Wooster. while a
smaller number feel he
was among the worst.
One problem mentioned
consistently is his vagueness in setting down
what is expected of the
student. Some students
feel that Dr. Hair's energy

and

20

2) 2.40

1) 3.13
2) 3.28
3) 3.07
4) 3.27
5) 3.47

enthusiasm

are

re-gard-

and easy to

Soft-spoke-

n.

courages discussion.

En-

ed

professors at the
'

College. As a lecturer,
however, he is unexciting
and his courses do not
challenge his students
"

sufficiently.

Some atypical comments on

spread out over too many your favorite professors. Identities
reveaed on page 17.
endeavors.
iWhat the heB does this guy
ldo?..Jf I could buy X for what he
really worth and sell him for what he thinks he s worth, I woukm t be
:
1) 3.55
here at Wooster.",
I
2) 2.50
two
for
professor
this
Tve had
3) 4.80
quarters and he still doesn't know
4) 4.60
my name."
5) 3.50
"X is by all definitions duO.
6) 3.90
When she isn't dull, she probably
Tenure: 90".. Yes
isn't teaching."
Comments:
Students
In grading, tome say he
are not challenged by doesn't know the alphabet after
Dr. Day in a classroom the letter
situation, but are very
"Operating as if the last twenty
impressed with him as an years hadn't taken' place... his
adviser. :
lectures are singularly

a"

sleep-inducing-

1)

3.92

well-like- d

:

Tenure: 100 Yes

approachable.

Karen Dugger
1)

.."'.rf

4.10
3.95
6) 4.26

;

2) 2.89
3) 3.93

6)4:17

field.

'

4.21

'

5) 3.42
6) 3.35

2.95

3.16

Ray Day

,

3)3.04
4)3.15

.

2) 3.00

1) 2.79

-

J. Arthur Baird

OLOGY

NCE

one-to-

one.

2)
3)
4)
5)

-

Bob Blair

"

Weaver. He is noted for
unbiased presentation of
diverse ideologies.

Patricia Wismer

perspective.

.

PSYCH-

POLmCAL

Dr.

favoritism. Feminist

unanimous in their
enthusiasm for Dr.

.

appreciate

McPherson's enthusiasm
and organization; some
however, complain of

Tenure: 100 Yes
Comments: Students are

NOTE: These professors were
evaluated by both Physics and
Chemistry majors,

Students indicate that he could be
more demanding.

4.33
3.13
4.47
4.20
4.53

Yes
Most stu

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

6)4.67

,

examples. He is very
good in lab and emphasizes homework.

lecturer.

Comments: Dr. ShuO is
a good adviser. His lec
tures, however, are often
confusing and disorgan- ized. His classes rely
mostly on lecture, with
minimal discussion of
issues. Readings are
diverse and provocative.

1)

and provides good

but a monotonous

dents

-

Mark Weaver

1)

Comments: Dr. Miller is
knowledgeable in his field

Karla McPherson
3.45
2) 3.02
3) 3.33 .
4) 3.81
5) 3.57
6) 3.52
Tenure: 61
Comments:

Tenure: 22 Yes

Don Jacobs

Tenure: 67 Yes

3) 4.00
4) 3.56
5) 3.17
6) 3.72
Tenure: 86 Yes
Comments: Dr. Tait is
not a captivating lecturer.
but he knows his subject
and is very good outside
of class.

4)3.90

tests.

2.40
2) 2.80
3) 3.20
4) 3.60
5) 3.20
6) 3.10

3) 2.75
4) 4.00
5) 4.33
6) 3.50
Tenure: 82 Yes
Comments: Dr. Hall is
demanding in class and
his students learn a great
deal from him as a result.
His lecture style is clear.
His removed or cool atti
tude toward students
fosters some complaints.

1)

5) 2.67
6) 2.44

1) 4.31

2) 3.31

1) 2.05
2) 2.76
3) 3.22

-

3.38

1)

3.25

David Guldin

2) 3.75

Gordon Shull

Comments: Dr. Kulas is
extremely intelligent, but
sometimes has trouble
introcommunicating
ductory material. Sometimes takes a long time
to return homework and

Frank Miller

di-

toward

emphasize leftist perspectives. He demands a
great deal from his stu
dents, in both amount
and quality of work. His
ratings would .be higher
were it not for the wide
dissatisfaction with his

N

3.17
3.08
3.58
3.58
2.75
3.17

Comments: Dr. Karan
is knowledgeable, but
unenthusiastic in his presentation of information.

are

scussion and often

Tenure: 58 Yes

...

Pohl-mann- 's

classes

oriented

Russell Kulas

4)

,

Yes
Dr.

Comments:

PHYSICS
2)
3)

"

Tenure: 71

Tenure: 64

1)

1)

3.50
3.36
3.29
3.55
3.62

Gordon Tait

Al Hall

1) 3.52

3.89

2) 2.97

3) 3.92
4) 3.71
5) 4.08
6) 4.08

.

Tenure: 97'.. Yes
Comments: Dr. Dugger
is a stimulating, energetic
and enthusiastic professor. Her socialist and

feminist perspectives
came in for many comments, both pro and con.

."

"It is cause for rejoicing and
jubilation when Ns highness
lowers himself to our level"
"If you eryoy stories about
female pilots in the war, by all
means make ah appointment."
"I would rat this professor
.
lectures are
excellent overaB-h- is

excellent, accessibility is
excellent. ..he deserves an

to
excellent rating. The extent
"
which he relates to female
however, is
students
perhaps a little too excellent."
"His lectures are often
confusing and many times his
clarifications are worse."
one-to-on-

e,

1

r
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Organization Mobilizing

(CPS) Widespread but small
protests greeted the January beginning of the Selective Service
System's continuous registration
program, but
organizations are undaunted, confident the
movement is "growing" in spite of
the seemingly more bellicose mood

crowds

of about

100 to post

offices. There, student

tions provided counseling and
literature to young men entering
thd buildings to register.
Not infrequently, protests were
sponsored by religious groups, as
at Iowa State, where the Ames
in the country since the release from Mennonite Fellowship set up a
Iran of the 52 American hostages. legal fund to aid "in the defense of
Aida Bound, associate director anyone arrested for refusing to
at the national headquarters of the register."
Committee Against Registration
Similarly, the American Friends
and the Draft (CARD), acknow- Service Committee, a national
ledges that the hostage release has Quaker organization, continues
provoked a renewed willingness in mass mailings of literature protesAmericans to do what their ting the draft "on Quaker and
country asks of them, including pacifist beliefs." Last summer the
register for the draft
Denver branch alone sent 80,000
Still, Bound says- - her organizasuchi mailings to a list of potential
tion and others like it are pleased registrants compiled from state
with the reactions of 18 and driver's license records. Mardie
to the draft, and McCreary, a member of the
indicates that the various protests
Denver branch, emphasizes that
staged in January are just the her group stresses moral and
beginning of "a solid, organized ethical, rather than religious, reaand growing movement."
sons for opposing registration.
For the most part, demonstraIndeed, confusion seems to be
tions held during the January 1
the most common reaction to the
registration period were organized registration process. Larry Spears,
at a local level, with direction from director of the Youth and Conscicord from p. 1
records
college
not
Whether or
rallying against the SSS' latest
of men who did not register for the national groups "when it was entious Objection Campaign, notes
Selective Service are released, the requested."
attempt to persuade students to
that the registration forms provide
Reports indicate that most no place for a man to indicate his
question of how deeply academic
register for the draft. Many students feel the SSS (currently faced institutions are to become involved groups chose to picket the post I objection. Spears advises that
offices where registration was
with a staggering noncompliance
registrants make their feelings
in seeking out draft registration
"dodgers" is an issue that many taking place. Bound says the known somewhere on the form,
figure of 25 percent for all eligible
demonstrations were often held either by writing "C O." or "I
men) is using college records as a college administrators find disprotest" at the top of the page.
scare tactic to "threaten" male turbing. "From the institution's soley for the purpose of dissemi"We've heard of many instances
students, hoping they will be point of view, I don't like it," Baird nating literature, rather than diswhere the government videotapes
motivated to register. At the said. "That's not what College suading potential registrants.
One of the largest protests took demonstrations and people who
University of California in Santa records are for." He defined the
place
Jan. 5 at Boston's Main Post refuse to register," says Susan
1)
purpose
of
student's
as
record
a
Barbara, 300 students marched to
a means for the institution to Office, the site of 40 arrests at a Benda of the Campaign for
the chancellor's office demanding
that personal information in their measure a student's progress similar demonstration last summer. Political Rights. But Benda stresses
that, although it is illegal to refuse
toward a degree and 2) to certify The Boston Alliance Against Regisfiles not be turned over to the
that the student is capable of tration and the Draft, sponsor of to register, no action has been
authorities.
working in a certain area. "Why the protest, says the atmosphere-wa- s taken by the Justice Department in
Although the College of Woosomewhat quieter this time. the six months since registration
not use birth certificates?," Baird
ster will not release student records
unless a court order requires it to asked. "I don't think this (the SSS) Another demonstration was held began against anyone ignoring the
government's request
do so, the possibility does exist that is an appropriate use of college the following day in Cambridge.
Similarly, protests in Davis,
Selective Service spokeswoman
the Selective Service "request" can records."
California and Austin, Texas drew Joan Lamb confirms that no legal
become a requirement with legislation of the proposal. At that time,
action has been taken yet against
colleges and universities will each
noting that young
have to decide how they will notify
men are still registering late "at a
male students that their records are
rate of about 5000 a week."
Without specifically addressing rights and rights of free speech.
being released to the SSS. While
At present the Carter Administhe First Amendment issue, a New Under current regulations ;
Baird stated the College does not
policy of allowing people' to
tration
1978
incident
Jersey Supreme Court recently
altered after the
have a definite plan to notify
speakers can come register late without penalty is still
1978 trespassing
overturned
the
nonstudent
students of this situation should it
"the
in effect, though Lamb-caconviction .of a Labor Party onto campus if they inform
develop, he did suggest the
(the
people
Reagan
examining
are
confine
first
officials
and
university
member who tried to pass out
possibility of letters sent to all male
policy) as they examine any Issue."
pamphlets on the Princeton U.
their activities to six designated
students involved explaining campus.
Benda adds thai it is 'certainly
areas.
exactly what information was
political organizer, Chris
The
released.
Schmid, filed the suit with the
Asked to respond to the student backing of
the American Civil
concern that the release of their
on First
Liberties
records is an infringement on their Amendment Union
grounds. It was
(CPS) - "As far as political "being very well-of- f financially" is a
right to privacy as protected by the decided
law, however,
on
state
very important goal in Hfe.
labeling is concerned, students
Buckley Amendment, Baird said: explains John I. Merrttt,
A slightly higher number agree
associate
left
from
move
to
to
continue
"I agree with the students that it's a
director of comnHinications at
a good reason to go to college
that
says
UCLA
center,"
Professor
violation
of their rights," but Princeton. "Because of that, it
is "to be able to make money."
Astin
Alexander
of
of
the
results
stressed that the College would be wouldn't be a national precedent,
Although the most affluent
his 15th annual survey of college
forced to release records "if although it is a case that judges
'freshmen still enroll at highly
freshmen.
required by law." He agreed it is a would look at nationally,'' he says.
selective private universities
Of 291,000 freshmen ques"reasonable guess to assume the
Princeton officials, who have' tioned,
60 percent describe (slightly less than half come from
government is using scare tactics to asked for a
of the case,
families making $40,000 or more
themselves as "middle of the road"
encourage male antidraft students are primarily
disturbed
that the
politically, which Astin says is a per year), meeting tuition costs
to reconsider their political and decision gives the court the right
record percentage. Those calling has become an increasingly big
personal military" stance.
to determine what is reasonable
themselves "liberal to far left" worry for all students. Reliance on
Baird believes students at Woo regulation of speech on
campus. declined almost three points from federal Guaranteed Student
ster would not be apathetic about a "The courts declared that we can
Loans and Basic Educational
possible invasion of their records have some control over access," last. year, to 21.7 percent. The
Grants(now called
Opportunity
of
to
rose
conservatives
number
by the SSS: "I would think that says Merritt. "They say we can
Pell Grants) rise drastically each
17 percent.
18.3
percent
from
students would be concerned, but regulate where and when political
year. King points out.
In the last few years, the survey
I'd hope they would understand literature can be distributed. But
"Every year, more students
found
be
to
has
students
that if we (the College) are they say an institution can have increasingly
money," she says, "and
need
with
concerned
required by law to turn over the Such- - regulations if they are
every year each student needs
security,
issues,
financial
women's
information, well release it
but reasonable. What bothers us is
""obtaining recognition." more of it."
nothing else." Baird emphasizes that ultimately, the .court win and go King,
King also indicated that fewer
Mar
assistant to Astin,
writing to Ohio representatives and decide if it's reasonable, not the
students in the last few years favor
that
these
trends
L
continued
notes
senators as the most constructive university."
legalizing marijuana, abolishing
this year, with "no new surprises."
way to protest, but also reflected
Ironically, the court found that
college - grades, and keeping
s
(63.3
Almost
on student rallies during the Viet current Princeton regulations on percent) year's freshmen, abortions legal.
Nam conflict as "effective" way to campus access exemplify the compared to 44 percent in 1967
gain publicity.
balance between private property and 60 percent in 1978, say that
"

anti-dra-

19-year-ol-

not illegal to register as a conscientious objector, in any case.
As groups continue to, advise
and. inform. Bound says the

organiza-

movement

ft

Anti-dra-

5-1-

--

Court Overturns Conviction of Labor
Party Member in Free Speech Clash

non-registran-

The following professors were
not evaluated due to insufficient
student returns:
: '
William Baird

James Bean
Don Beane

Richard Ben
Paul Bowles

Glenn Bucher
Joseph Day
Leslie Day
Elena deCosta
Carolyn Durham

Tom Falkner

Richard Figge ,
Susan Figge
James Finney
Caroline Fruhan
D. Stevens GarHck

MarleneGast

ys

ng

--

two-third-

:

Violence is not as rampant on
the Kent State U. campus in Ohio
as reports have indicated, say
KSU police. The FBI recently
rated KSU as one of the 10 most
violent universities in the country,
due to an error that classified 35
"simple assaults" as "aggravated
assaults." The FBI has been
contacted with the correct figures,
which will be reflected in next
year's crime statistics, but the
negative publicity the story initially
attracted can't be retracted.

--

re-heari-

ft

Reports About KSU
Violence Inaccurate

ts,

Liberal Political Concerns Declining
Among Freshmen, Accordaig to Survey

getting

-

m

ds

Wooster Student Records Temporarily
Safe from Selective Service System

"keeps

stronger."
"Every day small groups are
working in the Jiigh schools and
colleges, trying to tell people there
is more than one side to the issue,"
she says. "Church, women's, and
student organizations are with us,
and more are becoming involved
every day."
- Bound looks toward the National
Conference, to be hekl
this weekend in Detroit, as the
opportunity for aO groups to
"rejoin" and form cohesive Dlans
for the spring. She savs the
groundwork for long-terprojects
will be laid at that time.

.

'

"

Mary Gilfus
Thalia Gouma Peterson
Paulos Gregorios

Jerome Hanson

Rafael Hernandez
William Hoffmann
Vivian HoHiday
Tom Hoflman

7

Thomas Hdyoke

Stanley Hopper

Hans Jenny
Ted Kempel
Sharon Kimmell
Geri Knortz
Audrey Lavin
Henry Loess
Win Logan
Nancy Lukens
Don MacKenzie
Grace Meerdink

Pat Mekin
Erika Nolan
Helen Osgood
'
Mary Pfeiffer
Marilyn Ranker
James Rea
Budd Russell

Gerald Sanders
Stan Schutz
Braj Sinha

Robert Smith
.
Susan Stake!
Gerakfine Toops
Pablo Valencia
Gordon Whitney
Joel Wilkinson
. Yvonne Williams

,

--

-

.-

Anti-Dra- ft
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Notes from Abroad
hard-to-brea-

Americans;

k

entertainment

Taraka. This snort, bowing
caricature is the epitome of
politeness, but is likewise
inscrutible; we are ' never quite
sure what feelings, if any, lurk
behind the buck teeth or

eyes. The

bespectacled

stereotypes are endless, but so are
the truths. The Japanese do not
feel or think alike anymore than
they aD look alike. They are a
people, a proud people, who love
the same- array of emotions and
intellect as any other people of the

Minister of this .island nation is?
Ten to one you can't. Yet the
name Reagan is as familiar to the
average Japanese as is the name
Suzuki.
Several Americans have written
attitude, has
recently begun to sling another intelligent books about Japan; a
traditional stereotype; that of the few especially stick out in my
"economic arrimaL The Japanese mind. The most prominent work in
workers, like their samurai the field seems to be former
ancestors, will give . all to the Reischauer's
Shogurate Mitsubishi. If this The Japanese. For a less cautious
statement comes close to reality, it approach, Japan as No. 1:
is because a Japanese company, Lessons for America is also
As mentioned,
unlike its American counterpart, recommended.
considers its employees as part of uioneys rogue superpower ts
--

squeeze-every-penn- y

all-encompass-

ing

--

r

the American counterparf ,

considers its employees as part of
treats them as
the famikf-a- nd
such. Not to become a stereotype,
but simply more human, our auto
'
industry could try the same.
Frank Gibney, author of Japan:
The Fragile Superpower, points
out that since the
propaganda of WorkfWar 0 we as
Americans have come - far to'
realize the Brotherhood of Man;,
the Europeans are our brothers.
But the Japanese bombed our
ships and that can't be forgiven,
whether , the Japanese have
forgiven us for bombing their
peopfeomicaOy-o- r not.
-- HoHywood, perpetuator
e
Pearl Hmww irruoo has also done
a good job promoting the
'
mcompetent but friendly Taro

these books are published by
Charles E. Tuttle, Inc., Rutland,
Vermont.
Shogun, too, is a good book, but

se

of-th-

must be read in the proper
perspective. ' Although . not - an
"exotic- - country, Japan is
fascinating. There is much that
can be learned about Japan in
America. And, of course, much
more that can be learned by
studying here. There is, as
portrayed "by Clave II, much of
value in studying things Japanese,
for to begin to understand a.
different people is to begin to
better understand humanity. In
ps
contrast, too, one learns
too much-abo- ut
our own
country, the United States of
it

much-perha-

;

-

;

America:

MoU "RnAi

Qrinrtc"

A college student's body is a time, and our minds are expected
particularly vulnerable thing. After to deal with the steady barrage of
stresses and traumas thateach day
eighteen years under the
care of loving parents, it is brings.
The newly formed Student
shinned off ' to encounter the
collection of experiences we so Health Advisory Board was orbroadly label "college fife." Need- - ganized to help students handle
some of these "body shocks." By
a lasting effect (remember your" first providing the information needed
college party. . . and the morning pto allow each student: to make
after? Or how about the first guv intelligent choices in areas such as
who offered to give you a guided nutrition, physical ' fitness, stress
tour through Bissman. . ." starting management, sexuality, and
with "the scenic: view . from - his general health, SHAB hopes that
.1
.r
ot
t
more people will be able to take
rrom me
iirsi aay oi iau
ptanormrf
quarter, freshman year, bodies and better advantage of our oppor.
.
I
I
I
t
minas oegin larang mings in ana tunities here at Wooster.
Advisory
The Student Heakh
adjusting to them, reacting and
responding to the endless input of Board members, acting as a Bason
between the student body and the
new information. '
At the College of Wooster. we Student Health Service, aim to
are in an atmosphere where our involve the students themselves in
levels
bodies can go either way. We have raising
the means to do wonderful things on campus. The primary focus of
for ourselves, to be healthy the organization is on promoting
"Wellness." the prevention of
physically and mentally, just
advantage of everything illness, fatigue and stress. With this
Wooster has to offer. On the other in "mind. SHAB, under the direchand. . T well. : . we also, have tion of Dr. Randy Peto, is planning
workshops,
access to all of the things that can activities, lectures,
.
really screw us up. We expose our
cont on p. 10
bodies to new shocks aD of the
.
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World." to-- be
4:00 in the Frick

-

The Internationalist
by Alkis Papademetriou

brothers, dead of Chile,
workers, brothers, comrades, today you are silent, ,
we are going to speak. And
may your martyrdom aid us
in constructing a ' stern
country that knows how to
prosper and to punish."
by Alkis Papademetriou
These verses come from the
poem, of the Chilean poet' Pablo
Neruda. The poem is the Canto
General, the general .song of
America, presenting in some five

man's struggle for justice.

Undoubtedly, those who-d- o
not
know Neruda ' are ignorants.
Ignorants' not only ' because
Neruda received the Nobel Prize
(the highest honor in the western
world), but because his poetry is in
international bases a stream of
courage for ' justice, democracy,
peace,, equality, education and
work.
Neruda mentions here his own
:

-

country's martyrdom, but Canto
General refers to the martyrdom
of all people who suffer in our
planet. To the people who five in
--countries
where there is
oppression of human rights. It is a
human right to have a job, and
unfortunately there are so many
countries-- that have unemployment. It is a human right to have
equal opportunities in education,
but unfortunately in so many
countries only those who pay can
receive a good education. It is a
human right to have the freedom
to express your ideas, but again
unfortunately in so many racist
societies you cannot do so without
fear if you have a different race or
nationality. It is a human right to
have equal medical care but in so
many countries 9 you do not have
sufficient means you can end up
dying. It is a human right to be
considered equal with others but
in the capitalistic system the poor
are second class citizens.
Neruda goes even further. He
refers to the millions of people who
are exploited by the interests of
the multinational firms. He refers
to the victims of wars which take
place for- the interest of others.
The poem refers to the millions of
refugees, to the rnartyrdom of
--

'

-

millions of starving people-.- .....
Chile is only one' example of

a

country i suffering from' a
,

dictatorship. A dictatorship that
was established there; and ever
since is supported by the
"democratic ideals!" Along with
the people of Chile go the people
of Argentina. El Salvador.
cont on p. 10
.

For now, aD he will say is that the
first part of the title alludes to a
poem by Andrei Voznesensky, a
contemporary Russian poet.
The second part of the title is
easier to explain. Professor
Wilkinson spent last year in the
USSR directing a language and
culture program at Leningrad
University for the Council of

International Education

"Countrymen, dead

,

Student Health Advisory Board;

.

"

Present An Assessment of An Lecture Room on Tuesday
American's Year in the U.S.S.R." afternoon, February 17.

world.

Part of the blame for our
Eastern ignorance is the American
press. In the words of Gibney, if a
geisha girl were to commit suicide
in a Japanese bath, it would
probably make the front page of
your hometown newspaper. And
you would likely read about it. But.
can you tell me who the Prime

-

New
Wednesday's convocation Brave
presented
at
address, "Nostalgia for the

-

-

of nobie savages and fresh possibilities? Or was it no more than an
extension of the. old world,
plagued with the same problems
people had known in Europe?
Professor ' McCall wiO discuss
these questions in "Shakespeare's

by Bonnie Stevens
We've aO felt nostalgic about the
past from time to time, but how
can one feel nostalgia for the
present? Professor Joe) Wilkinson
of the Russian Department wifl
explain his enigmatic title, in

.

Although it has imparted on its
audience a sense of Japan, it is a
sense of days gone by. The Japan
of Shogun died out about the same
time our forefathers were landing
on Plymouth Rock.
There are many stereotypes of
the Japanese. Shogun was based
partly on the quaint traditions
stereotype, with geisha girls
serving tea under the cherry trees
on top of Mt. Fuji Detroit, feeling
the repercussions of its past

anti-Japane-

On Worthy Occasions

Ex-

change, a national organization

which serves

twenty-thre-

e

American colleges and universities. While Professor Wilkinson
was in charge' of the program, the
number of students enrolled
varied from thirty to 150,
depending on the time of year, his
duties included arranging the
studentsVacademic ptugiams and
helping out when any problems
.

poor health to

arose-fro- m

homesickness.
Professor
On Wednesday;
Wilkinson will discuss, his
experiences m the soviet union
and comment on the problems ,
and paradoxes he sees in Russia-todaynoting how the country has
changed since he last fived there
seven years ago. During breaks in
the academic program. Professor
Wilkinson traveled widely in the
USSR, so we can expect to see
oL Russia proper
sfides
but', of. other , Soviet repubfics
Americans know very ErrJe about.
not-onl-

y

O wonder!
How many goodly
- creatureere here! .
How beauteous mankind
is! O brave new world .
That has such people in it!
""Prospero: Tis new to thee.
Just how "brave" and "new" is the
world Miranda praises at the end
of Shakespeare's The Tempest? In
the last lecture in the Humanities
Symposium, Professor Ray
McCall of the English Department
wiO discuss The Tempest as a
Mirandas
.

Equus premieres this weekend,
starring Glenn Becker, David
Underwood, and five horses-a- nd
if that cast doesn't intrigue you, I
don't know what wifl. Abo
featured in the cast' are Sarah
Howes, Paul Hartje, Lee Merrill. .
Scott Peterle, Susan Lee, and
Margaret Poethig. The production
promises, to .be exciting and
distinctive in a number of ways.
Unfike mosT of WoosteVs major
theatrical productions, k wiO be
presented in Shoolroy Theatre; for
those who have not experienced
d
(and even for -those who have), this is an
orjportunity not to be missed. The
set, designed by Professor Jerry
Hanson, is reported to be one of
the most innovative and effective Wooster has seen. Professor
Armetta Jefferson,-- the director,
offers an unconventional interpte-- .
tation of the play. We can expect
Equus, like all of her productions.
Ho be provocative and briuiantly.
.

.

theatre-in-the-roun-

j

.

.

directed..

"-

by Jim Luce .
For all its excitement and glory,
the movie Shogun probably did
Japan more harm than good. For
although it sparked an interest in
this country for some, it
undoubtedly created a
image in the minds of many
others. Shogun is a good book and
a fun movie, but unfortunately not
..much more. Based loosely on
history, and copied unabashedly
from a Japanese television series,
this production is to the Japanese
what a good cowboy flick is to

4 Faculty Comment
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-

-
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.

Equus win be performed at 8:15 .
pm on February
and
February
there wiB be a
matinee on February 22.
By the way, the rumor that the
Executive , Counci - voted to
replace Equus's horses with cows is totally false.
j ' Vx,.V- I9-Z-

,
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How can I dose without saying
something about " Douglass
programming? I won't attempt to
fist

aD
speakers-t-

firesides and"
posters with which

of our

he

our tireless publicity committees
regularly cover every available.
inch of wall space on campus
should'' keep you fairly, well
informed of those. I do want to
mention our weekly 60 Minutes:--.

:

--

--

programs,' - however. Every
--

Sunday evening, students and
faculty guests gather in the
Douglass basement at 7
to
and discuss the show.
watch
distinctly political play presenting Usually, a professor or political
conflicting views of the new world science major is invited to lead an
.
experience. Was the new world, as informal discussion afterward We
some of Shakespeare's contempora- hope youl join us this Sunday.
ries-thought,
a perfect place

.

Swords info Plowshares
looks when you Bve on campus,
by Gordon C Stewart
Three weeks ago I spent two how it feds to walk home to &
days and nights as resident of residence hall rather than a place
Douglass HaH not in the guest you call your own. how It feels to
room but on the second floor. The have your future ahead of you. I
u
reason? In the nearly four years
s.iuiiwas ww 'a. ...
that I have been at Wooster I have have others prepare the food and '
watched people, myself included, wash my dishes, and what feds
get wrapped up in their own little tike not to worry about the
boxes as part of the winter quarter complexities of family tfe: about
syndrome. I realized how long it the kids day at school, whether the
has been since my student days cat has been fed the garbage taken
hours I saw the v
and that perhaps I could at Jeast out. For forty-eigfeel what it is like to Bve in a dorm campus with different eyes and. as
so as to better understand and a result, fed that I have a deeper
serve the students I . work ' with sensitivity to the daily Efe of
students, and I am qrateful for the.--'
daily.
u. I have no illusions
about the experience.7"
experience. I was not a student but
inere is ioo row tone iut '
breaking our routines; for seeing
still a minister whose normal place
of residence is two blocks west of UK WUIH uduuii uun
campus with my spouse and two eyes or. in the Indian, saying -walkings a " mile .In - another's
kids. But I learned some things. I
Me
remembered
cont on p. 10
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Swords into. Pld wshares
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cont from p. 9
mocassins.'' No, not so. We make
too little time, and I suspect that if
we made the time we would find
ourselves in a much more interesting world than the one we get
depressed about this time of year.
We might learn why others
different from ourselves act as they
do. think as they do. feel as they
do. We might leave behind the
and
stereotypes, the
disrespect for persons different
from us and concentrate instead
on the things we share in
in terms of a
common-bo- th
comon humanity and a common
set of problems. But we will not
discover the commanalities until
we have learned to respect and
celebrate our differences, until we
have learned that the world
doesn't look the same, way to
others that it looks to us. If the
world can look so different from
two blocks away, how much
different does it look after years
and years of different social and
cultural experience! How different
does it look to Americans and
international students, blacks and
whites, rural and urban, professor
name-callin-

Reagan Unlikely to Dismantle Department of Education
Colleges who campaigned for the
creation of the separate education

Washington, D.C. (CPS)
Rumors during the first days of

the Reagan administration

suggested that after the education
department is dismantled, its
programs will be moved to the
U.S. Department of Health &
Human Services (HHS). The old
U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
was renamed HHS after the new

stability. Education was buried in
HEW."

But Packer also says
independent agency status
"wouldn't be that terrible.',

However, he adds that the direct
line to the president that cabinet-- ,
level status represents has been
"helpful" since May.
The U.S- - Student Association is
similarly opposed to breaking up

organized.
Like others contacted ior this
article, Gossens felt that "agency
to having the
status . is preferable
.
aepanmenx go Ioacit io UUP we
definitely feel that shouldn't

nr.

1

1

1 1

lobbyist Eduardo WoTle.
Former Secretary of Education,
Shirley HufstedJer predicted that
dismantling the department "will
lead inevitably to sharp cuts in federal support for education programs' especially because of the'
promised cuts in domestic spending expected during the Reagan era

,

agrees that
department in
a move back to HHS would "be
disruptive. Our big concern is
1978-79-

USSA txecutive Director
Frank Viggjano says having the
cabinet-leve- l
department was vital
higher
in forming the
all-import-

the department.

happen." Joel Packer, a lobbyist for the
National Association of State
Universities and Land-Gran- t
"-

department than his
predecessors.

executive

president," submits USSA

Administration Lacks
Concern for Students

Ignores Human Rights
Letter
p. 2
cont
from

this nation, in reality if not in
proclamation. Now these concerns
are not only on the bottom, but are
the target of some people who are
unable to face andor comprehend
the reality of oppression and
inenurtu in this country.
This country and many Americans have seemingly decided that
people are not important
human rights are less
important than the profits made by
U.S. corporations abroad, that
balancing the budget is more
important than making sure that aO
people in this country are able to
get good health care, enough food.
and a decent place to live. There
also seems to be an atmosphere in
this country which permits some
any-more-th-

at

conf from p. 3

people to violate trie rights of
others (from gunning them down
to threatening them to suppressing
freedom of expression).
Maybe the term "hostages is
not clear enough for some people
to understand. Maybe the system
under which minorities in this
country suffer should .be called
and
is RACIST
it
what
OPPRESSIVE.
I want to express my support for
what you did. Thank you. If there is
anything I can do to further your
efforts to make people aware,
please let me know.
Sincerely,
Lunette Parker(Junior. C.O.Wl)
Feb. 4. 1981
Birmingham, Alabama
--

Sunday.

Outside of the fact that the
problem still persists, no concern
has been displayed in informing
these residents what is going on.
Jan and Connie have been told
they can stay in the guest room on
the men's hall below for the rest of
the year if they'd like, though this
room is quite small, has no desks
and only four dresser drawers.
I question where our priorities
are when everyone quibbles over
the reputation "C O W." gives us

--

mmm
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Act

But Viggiano, like other
Congress watchers, doubts
Reagan will be any more
successful in abolishing an

"We were able to take the
students' concern - for instance
when we had funding problems
with student loans - right to the
secretary, who reported to the

T

ant

Education Reauthorization
passed last fall.

and overlooks this matter.
Wagner

values

continues to question

this time the

administration's.

mwns

Amy Reed Hunter

"Body Shocks"
conf from p. 9
demonstrations and other
projects.
The Board also serves as a
channel for student feedback
concerning healthcare at Wooster.
Suggestions, complaints and compliments are solicited and relayed
through SHAB to Hygeia, hopefully resulting in improved service
through better communication.
SHAB's current ' undertakings
include: compiling a booklet that
explains what the Student Health
Service has to offer, arranging for
the appearance of experts in the
fields of nutrition, weight control
and natural foods; organizing a
run, and
campus
staging a campus community
health fair. AD suggestions are
health-relate-

764

Pittsburgh

Avenue

-

"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese, Pepperoni. Sausage,
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers, Onions

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO V7003TER!
Come See Us:
Weekdays-8p.m.-la.Phone No:
m.

wvi.

st..5D.m.-2a.m-

.

263-019- 0

mini-maratho-

d

n

welcomed for other possible
projects.

and student, and food service
worker and administrator.
Perhaps nothing is more important for Wooster's educational
health than the chance to look
through other people's eyes and
hear other people's voices. All the

g

eyes and voices are right here. We
need only see and listen in order to
experience the breadth and depth
of the human experience. For that
purpose the campus events surrounding the release of the
hostages from Iran may be the best
thing to have hit this campus in a
long time. The signs on both sides
of the street made us stop long
enough to realize the relativity of
our own points of viewing the
world and to ask how others see it

Men's Reply Shows Hatred
cont from p. 2
seem to have forgotten. It is only
difficult to swallow any kind of
criticism, especially when there is
the slightest truth in it
As a foreigner myself, I can see
positive and negative points in the
US and in my country. I am sad to
see intolerance. I am sad to see
intolerance. I am sad to see you
wish to kill by rejecting and
denying others' existence. This has
been the cause of so many
wars-apa-

from

rt

economical

of so many individual "neuroses". Does it reflect the
new popular game on different
campuses: that of killing? I deplore
that your memory is so short, even
if you were not there during the
wars, since you should have the
greediness-an-

d

capacity of using your imagination,
if only you were not so eager to
forget the past. We all are limited
human-beingfinite. But we have
a rich, fruitful means to overcome
some of our restrictions: our brain.
Why not try and use it to grow
instead of remaining restricted,
narrow-mindeintolerant?
If anyone wishes to, I willingly
offer my time to discuss the right of
the foreigners to say what they feel
and the right of the Blacks to raise
their banner, being stuck in their
own country because of their
situation due to
strongly rooted prejudices. I hope
that those articles reflect but a small
percentage of wht the bodv of the
D. M. Decharme
students think
French Department
s,

d,

socio-economic- al

The Internationalist
conr from p. 9
Pakistan. Turkey, South Korea
and so many others. Along with
the Chileans go the 200,000
homeless Cypriots, the millions of
Palestinians, the Puerto Ricans.
the Polissarios.
Neruda is not a pessimist;
though. The dead are silent, this is
true, but all the rest of the
oppressed people are going to
speak someday. And this day is
not very far away in the future.
Very soon all the oppressed
people will prove that the system
--

of oppression, the system of
inequality, the system of human
exploitation is not invincible.
The martyrdom will lead us to
the new society. The only one that
goes along with the TRUTH of the

people. And this is the

SOCIALIST SOCIETY, the one.
without unemployment, without
without
inequal opportunities,
social and racial discrimination,

without wars, homeless,

starvation, oppression; the society
"that knows how to prosper and to
punish.

Faculty Evaluation Causes Concern
conf from p. 3
understand the importance of a
good return rate. Despite this, I will
not complete the professor evaluation questionnaire that was sent to
me because I think it is quite unfair
to the faculty of the College of
Wooster to publicize this type of
information in the newspaper. I
know some professors who do not
have a good teaching style but who
are working to improve this
deficiency based both on student
at
and professor evaluations-b- ut
least those are kept confidential If
students want to know about-thteaching abilities of certain professors, the method of
serves the purpose quite adequately for those interested in parridpa-tinand does so without public
e

word-of-mout-

h

q

defamation of those professors.
For some professors this report
mat you plan could.be a great
boost to their ego. while for others
this could break their spirit.
As an editor of a student
newspaper, you have been criticized often and openly for your
ability and style. Sometimes your
person has been- verbally attacked.
That is both unfair and difficult to
accept. By the same idea. I think
that to publicize opinions concern
ing professors shows an extreme
lack of respect and sensitivity on
the part of the VOICE for the
personhood of these men and
women who are trying to help us.
the students, in our quest for
education.
NaneuFrterh
--

-

'
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Black Students Present Convocation
- - by Robin Wilson
Faculty, students, administrators
and towns people heard how it
feels, "being black at Wooster," at
Wednesday's College of Wooster
convocation.-- '

As seniors the three told of their
experiences as. black Americans
before coming to Wooster and
r
stay.. Then
during their
they - speculated on life after ;
graduation. All three agreed that
Wooster has high academic standards. But according to Don Rice,
the shallow social life at Wooster in
turn makes academic success
harder for blacks to obtain. But the
problem didn't start at Wooster.
Jonathan Vaughters remembers
bers going to segregated schools
during the first few years" of his
education. "Five years before I was
bom the Supreme Court ruled that
separate but equal was inherently
unequal so I should have, seen
equal opportunity in education by
the time I went to school," he said.
But mis ruling and subsequent
attempts to relieve racial inequalities ki the 1960's, like Johnson's
War on Poverty, did not change
attitudes, Vaughters said And so
segregation remained. ""I lived in a
segregated housing area at nine
years old and so my school was
mostly black," he said.
During his high school years,
Vaughters older brother and sister,
who had been to college, told him
stories of how little their high
school courses had taught them. "I
realized I'd have to push myself to
unovercome our
derstaffed school system," be
remembered.
'
Vaughters did get good grades
in high school and after graduation
he chose to come to Woosfer, "to
obtain' the standards of a prestigious " white college," he said.
Although he is now ready to
graduate and seems to have been
successful here too, Vaughters says
that Wacks are still haunted by
racial slurs and stereotypes.
- "My struggle will continue beyond college and K is primarily the
behavioral mold - "the
"attitude of the elite in America
that prevents blacks from becoming part of that elite," he said.
What kind of struggle goes on
right here at Wooster for black
students? Don Rice says it goes like '
this. To be successful academically,
one has to be motivated, and the
key to motivation is happiness and
he said, it is
participation In social activities,
mostly athletic activities for black
students - that gives one this type
of
he continued.
In the past years, six out of ten '
black, students in each freshman
classat Wooster. intended to
participate in athletics, Rice said.
Man "were successful athletes in
high C school and planned to
continue their sports , careers at
college, he told. "Well, it , is
confidence that sufferswhen a
black' student realizes he is not
good enough for the team," Rice
explained. Only two of those six
who intended to play , a sport
actually ended up on a team, he.
said. Like a stack of dominoes,
when the first, fails, so do the rest down the line
:
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after sraduation from Wooster at Wednesday's convocation.
Photo by John Crozter.

Gregory Urges Audience to Awaken
From Lethargy of Docile Acceptance

Individual student reaction to
Gregory's talk was mixed. Fresh
cont from p. 1 .
man Doug S trickier, one of the
industry for $40 billion last- - year.
students who stayed until the 3
hour lecture ended at 11:30 p.m.,
lies children are taught in history
books." Why do historians claim described it as "the best lecture I
fantastic Senior
Columbus discovered American, ever heard.
instead of the Indians, he asked. Tom Helper, one of the students
"How can you discover a country who left earlier after two hours,
that's already occupied?" he said. noted that Gregory's analysis of
"Our colleges and universities! America was "too simplistic."
were not set up so students would
find intelligence and , knowledge.
he claimed. "Our colleges --teach
students how to make a living, not
The Office of the - Dean of
how to live," he shouted as the
Students has announced that the
. audience applauded.
The true learning process duties of Dr. Dennis Stevens, a
according to Gregory is in the top member of the residence hall staff,
of your head and is controlled by have been increased to include the
the same force that controls the coordination of race relations
universe. And it functions only in programing in College housing.
DougStevens, who
n vteic vf Inuo Uhat Pm nuina kt
Hah
of
oversight
has
and
if
lass
make
difference
a
that vou can
you stop playin your ole funny several student living units, will
game and tune into the real now have special responsibility-fo- r
universal dod whose bottled the design and implementation of
inside. You have the power to residence hall programs on the
topic of racism. In cooperation with,
determine your destiny.".
Greooru snoke of his four- - other members of the Dean of
month, visit to - Iran during ,tne Students' staff, Stevens wJll develhostage crisis when he prayed and op a number of model programs
fasted. The hostages were not which address the racial attitudes
heroes but victims. "If you all want and concerns on the College
some heroes, find the Vietnam war campus and he will work closely
vets. Vou go to the VA hospitals, with the residence hall staff and
with your yellow ribbons," he said. program boards, to encourage
'
, He suggested his audience could
implementation of those programs.
make a difference In the affairs of In addition, he will cooperate with
the country, and urged people to the campus media and student
go to the Pentagon- and make a organizations to promote programs
simnle statement "if old men make for all members of the campus
community - students, faculty, and
war, let old men fight war."
'
When Black and white folks administrative staff.
making
Plusquellec;
in
Kenneth
realize what the trick is all about,
the country will improve, Gregory this announcement said: I am
grateful that Dennis Stevens is
said.
Gregory spoke of nutrition. willing to assume .this added
Don't you know that adding one responsibility. By this 'action, we
teaspoon of bran to your diet three are attempting to provide a forum
times a day, Is necessary, so your where questions on racial issues
food will pass from your body in 24 can be - openly addressed and
hours instead of a minimum of where education and understandseven weeks? For a society based ing can take place. We do not see
on education and information, you this action as the only answer to
should know about the roughage the concerns that confront us. It is,
we hope, one effort among many."
your body needshe added.' ;
.

...

:

Stevens Coordinates
Race Programming
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Still, with these problems to face,
however, fife is easier for the black
graduate than the
college and in the community, Rice
she said. "Bv comira to college
said Student programers must more opportunities for success
make an effort to include more
have been opened. College gives
activities from this black black graduates an edge," Gatftc
'
told.
perspective, he said.
; Later,
a student from the
But since Rice holds that the
audience, Ted Sale, asked Rice to mtrui ic m torHhls tftinl to unucte he
give examples of the types of social
has something to say about minds
activities he means. "I would like to
at Wooster. "At this college, minds
see programs that - express my are not being wasted. But they just
culture as a black American - art aren't being enhanced, to their
exhibits, movies or plays," he said.
fullest capabilities," he said. Maybe,
As it is, the Black .Students
he suggested in fielding a question
Association,' Black Forum andS from the audience, students could
Harambee House are the onlv N make an attempt to get together on
social activities at Wooster and
ones who provide such programs,
hold programs that are for the
he added.
.
"I would think these would be
entire campus, given from both a
things the entire campus would be
wiihc ana uuibK paapcuivc
interested in," Rice offered'. He. said
that there is a place for this type of
education at Wooster.
"Black and Third World students
are both students and teachers,"
Rice said, "because most whites '
r
have not been exposed-t- o black
T- T-and Third World cultures."
Red Cross
Rice agreed that the black
Ready for a new century
studies program, which offers
individual courses as well as a
major in black studies, is beneficial,
but Rice asked the audience how
many of them had taken a black
studies course "1 count only 10
15 people here today. In general,
the campus is very ignorant of the
black studies courses," he said.
What kind of problems will black
students face after graduation in
the face .of such ignorance of
black's situation Valencia Garlic
said that for the. future, black
graduates must face conflict between remaining black in the eyes
of their peers but holding on to
their identity as blacks within the
white community.
"To much of the black popula- tion, black graduates are accused
of having forgotten where they've
34S E BOWMAN ST.'
come from and selling out the
black race. Lots of times they are
For Your Convenience 3
labeled. Uncle Toms, Garlic said.
Just offlhe College Campus 4
Besides trying to overcome the
obstacle of being envied by blacks
who are not graduates. Garlic says,'
black graduates must face the
-stereotypes, given to them by
whites and try to maintain their
true identity at the same time. "The
264-6505
white population sees successful black graduates as different from,
Ragtetarad OMo TrtMl Agant'
other, blacks. They are .tokens
or "the few good blacks'," she told.

aren't enough cultural and social
activities that are presented from
the black peraspecfive at the

non-graduat-
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- Indeed, Rice recognized, athlet-- ,
ics is "not the only form of social
activity. But for blacks at Wooster it
might as well be. TSoring is the
word used by black students to
express their lives here. There just
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Michigan Artist to Exhibit
Sundoaw Ceramics...inat Frick
tne sunaog
by Kathryn Hutter

The Frick Art Museum is
currently exhibiting the ceramic
work of Billy Mayor until Feb. 15.
Mayor, originally from St PauLl

teaches at Hope

Minnesota,
-

College in Holland, Michigan. He
received his BFA from the U. of
Minnesota in 1975. His graduate
work in ceramics was completed at
Pennsylvania State U. in 1978.
This is his third year teaching both
ceramics and sculpture at Hope..
Mayor's work consists of a series
of pieces, all of which contain one
central image - a sundog, A sundog
is a small or incomplete rainbow. It
is the same thing as a parhefion
a bright circular spot seen on
opposite sides of the sun and often
accompanied by additional arcs
and bands. This body of work was
begun in the spring of I960, and
was finished in late faH The central
image, prominent in all pieces, is
an extension of a shape that
originated in clay, during Billy
Mayor's graduate work.
My immediate response to these
works is one of curiosity, simply
because this sundog is repeated in
such a uniform manner. Each
piece expresses distance and
as well as excitement and
movement This is seen in the
simple form- of the sundog in
connection with its exterior parts.
Once the viewer has had a chance
to notice these similarities, there is
a desire to go further in order to
find variation. There are subtle
surprises to be noticed and experi
enced. K the viewer is drawn to
examine each work doseSy, heshe
will
distinctive
notice
characteristics.
One Important and inspirational
factor that goes into Mayor's work
is his environment. Reflected in
these works is a captured memory.
He has taken the sundog and has
exhausted its image throughout
time and space. By this I mean that
sofr-tud- e

-

he has looked
through its revolution in connection with the time of day. As fight
changes, so does the sundog in
terms of its surroundings.
The distributed elements apart
from the sundog reveal this
revolution. They are scarce and
subtle yet they possess a refreshing and stimulating quality. The
use of color along with these fading
elements signifies the rainbow of
the sundog. They edge each piece
as if they are about to disappear.
With the movement of the sun,
fight is distributed in such a way
mat as each hour passes forms
appear and disappear. The change
of fight that occurs during the day
is expressed through this manner
of distribution.
The Use of materials also plays
an important role in these pieces.
For Mayor, the commonness of.
cardboard is done away with and
its elegance and richness is brought
out with the use of glass. Glass
itself is significant because of its
reflection, refinement and purity.
The surrounding elements, which
range from firework wrappings to
steel, reflect the analogy between
the sun, fire and energy. Tied all
together, each piece is complemented by the use of these
materials and by their manner of
construction.
The work of BlDy Mayor can be
experienced with solitude and yet
also with motion and energy. The
calm quality of the central image
with its gradual disappearing
elements changes into the excitement of fight, color and movement
as one passes from work to work.
In these pieces it is apparent that
made
the connection
between the sundog and its
distinctive characteristics of guiding
fight. I encourage those who are.
interested in learning about the
sundog to see this exhib&ton.
Viewing this series will allow you to
experience the meaning behind its
definition.
has-bee-
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Bpx Office Hours: 12-- 4 pm weekdays. Tickets $30$3.00.
Opens Feb. 9 for subscribers, Feb. 11 - regular sales
College of Wooster Theatre -

'

Services Offered

presents
.
EQUUS
1975 Tony Award winner which explores the conflicts of a boy and
his psychiatrist caught between society's expectations and their
1

.

by C. Clara Nelson
According to Lori McGrew,
intern for the Career Planning and
Placement Center, before a senior
interview
can go to an
it is strongly suggested that heshe
have a senior planning session. A
senior planning session consists of
drawing up a resume as well as
on-camp-us

own primitive passions. THERE IS EXPLICIT LANGUAGE AND
'
ACTION IN THIS PRODUCTION.
.
Shocdroy Theatre
Limited Seating
9 Performances
Feb. 19, 20, 21, 22 (m)
Feb. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 1981
Mafl checks with Order .
Subscribers Notice: You MUST notify Box Office of date changes before
Feb. 11 or we cannot guarantee them'
.

Action Group Gets Students Involved

talking aooui career pians,
whether they lean toward further
education or finding a job.
d
Roughly
of the senior
class uses the services offered at
CPPS. There is no requirement
that a student obtain a file in order
to ' graduate. The service is
available for the students benefit.
CPPS does send copies of
students' credential files, made up
of a transcript, resume, and
references, upon request to
.

-

one-thir-

different situations that occur in the
by Karen McCartney
The , range of
Wooster Community Action is community.
an organization which can open a agencies associated with WCA
door to the outside world. Even from Big SistersBig Brothers to
Apple Creek and Everywoman's
with 2,000 students the Wooster
campus can seem small and House offer a number of work
fimiting to a student who wants to
situations to the students. They .
get involved WCA can arrange for may be involved in counseling,
potential employers.
vou to work as a volunteer in a tutoring, prooramrning, or sbnph
recruitment s a
variety of agencies all over the L spending time with lonely; needy preliminary process by which '
people.
Wooster area. '
corporations send representatives
In the coming issues, tome of
Many students are presently
to numerous college campuses
the work being done by
involved in volunteer programs.
and conduct interviews. The
will be examined and
Some participate in house prointerviews serve to "weed out
grams such as Bontrager with written about B what they are
people and narrow down the.
senior citizens at College Hills, Scot doing, and enjoying, sounds good,
field," McGrew said. It is
Cottage with Boy's Village, or Wooster Community Action isthe
expensive for recruiters to travel
Dunn House with the Veterans of group to contact.
to campuses. They prefer job
Hilltop Villa. Other students befurscareer conferences where
Symposium
came interested in volunteer
corporations reach greater
Talk
With
opportunities through volunteer
numbers of students.
fairs in Lowry Center.
at interviews are beneficial to
On Wednesday February-1The fairs will not be used,
p-in Mateer, SAR's students because they provide a
cTjmfortable environment as well
anymore as Wooster Community
syrnposhim,The Value
Action has undergone some reCfimate of Our Environment, wifl as experience." Durina onr.
structuring. Now. the small group continue. John S. Morgan, Public campus interviews it is probable
of students who comprise WCA Information Officer of Hospice of
that a cancbdate wflibe one of
headed by Beth Stetanel and Ubby Northeast Florida, will speak on: thirty being interviewed that day.
Black will work on other ways to "Hospice: A special way of. caring
Under these circumstances,
make you aware of volunteer
McGrew said, "it is important to
for the terminally ffl."
activities. H interested, students can
The hospice concept of care for appear confident, enthusiastic and
call members of WCA who wffl
die terminally id, long practiced in to have a positive attitude so as to
contact an agency and set up time Europe, has recently been gaining fset oneself apart from the other
and a pnxjam for volunteering. acceptance in the UJS-- The goal of thirty."
After the intitial interview at
The organization even has a car to Hospice is to provide to patient
make transportation problems. and family the kind of professional Wooster, potential candidates are
easy.
guidance and support needed to then contacted by the companies
ft gives you a good feeling." said
enable the family to successfully for a second interview. These are
Beth Steimel in reference -- to care for the patient at home. The conducted at the company.
"Students don't use alumni
volunteer work; "We want students
patient in the warmth of his or her
McGrew said.
to
connections,"
opportunities
of
the
I
aware
to be
home, surrounded and supported
work in this area, aware of the by family, retains personal dignity CPPS sent out a questionnaire to
what thevare
andean concentrate on the quality
well enough
doing
if
they
are
and
words,
of life remaining. In other
Hospice focuses on the person not to be w3Sng to help other Wooster
ranged
just the disease. As we and our graduates. The responses
would
they
said
who
those
from
could
Hospice
older,
grow
fartufies
willing
to
those
to
resumes
pass
on
become part of our fives as weTL
conduct interviews.
So, next time you're walking out
Mom's in the afternoon, don't
of
The preliminary results, from stop in front of the TV, look inat
survey
were
released
the housing
CPPS.
82 percent of those surveyed said
nontheu would Eke more
housing, and of
program co-e- d
SGA has set up a task force to
those, 84 percent said they would cafl colleges across the state to see
five there.
how they deal with race relations.
The bus to Cleveland win be This should help SGA determine
running Mar. 17 at lpm and will be what course to take in working
returning Mar. 29 at 4:30 pm. More with this issue at Wooster.
details wiB foBow.
-
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Bontrager Enjoys
Hefcxng the Ekferfy
By Karen McCartney
The volunteers of Bontrager
House have a secret They want to
share it with you. It has. to do with
escaping the pressures of campus
life for a while. Maybe it sounds
crazy, but they do this by working
with the elderly at the College Hifls
retirement community.
The Bontrager program started
as a remarkably cohesive haO of
freshmen in Armington. They
knew they wanted to be involved
in some kind of program, and
College Hills has been perfect
They funded their activities themselves the first year and have
received help from SGA the past
two.
"It's incredible how much you
find you have in common with
someone who is sixty years old,"
said one participant "We talk to
these people on a friend to friend
level"- - Much of the. time they
spend with the senior citizens-ispent talking, sharing different
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Washington Semester, even

a.

the options open to Wooster
study,. but.
students for
.
.
now aooux spending an academic
muMtar in th Snufet Ilninn? J
WtOdnson, Wooster. Professor of
Russian, recently spent a year in
the Soviet Union as the director of '
off-camp-

a

us

student abroad program spon- -'

sated by the Council for Inter-

national Education Exchange. This
program entads travel and study at '
the University of Leningrad and is "
one of only four such. Russian
studies piogiams open to American students. Acceptance to the
program requves two id mree
years of Russian language and the
desire to travel and spend time in
country very different from our
Joseph Jefferson, Lucia Colornbi, and PhiSp bnperi after their Feb. 8 FreecSander
one which presents '
own
by
Crosier.
hiwmnreTy
John
Act. Photo
Storemenrs After an Arrest Under the
Americans with a real culture
shock, according to Dr. Wilkinson.
Wilkinson talks ' of his "Very
complex fee&ngs" about the Soviet
lifestyles. They like to hear "how
concepts, institutions and issues economic policy, American Union. "Every trip over there is Bki.
we live."
y
an exploration: me peopte, ma. relationship, -- ' Washington, D.C-- A concen- of reporting and news cfissemin-aho- n studies, science and technology.
"It's not a
capital
in
news
"the
of
it
the
either," said one senior "for
trated course in journalism as is
Established in 1947, the program' government, the whole way of life
example, I'm doing my LS. on the practiced in the nation's capital wiB world."
attracts students from nearly 200 is much, dttterent trom wnat we
The program is under the colleges and universities which are find in America and vet. In so
Depression and I can talk to these he offered this tall bv The
l
many ways much the same.
people who lived through it" The American University to college supervision of the" School of afWrfKtgd with the1 program.
members were full of stories and
students from around the country. Communication and will have Honors students are nominated Wilkinson found the same feefirigs
happy memories of the friends and
Called the Washington three academic elements: a by their home schools and of nanona&sm, the same basic
seminar consisting of lectures,
people with whom they spend 'Joumafism Semester, the
screened by the administrator of trusts of the government and the
'
program will focus on the many field trips, guest speakers and the Washington Semester press, and a coOective elitism that
time.
mm
College Hills is a retirement
facets that comprise Washington; discussion sessions; a practical Program prior to acceptance.
iyUMt uuui myii
home with over a hundred resiD.C joumafism, including such internship at a Washington
Participants reside on The hand, Russia has a "much' mora
areas .as the operations of radio, newsgathering organization; and American University campus in oppressive government than we
dents in apartments. The - Bontelevision and newspaper bureaus; an additional course chosen by the northwest Washington, D.C, and have" and the people seem to
trager program has probably
the wire services; coverage of the students from The American
reached about fifty of these people,
enjoy aS the privileges and have "an incredible tolerance for
and they are constantly trying to White, House,Congress and the University's entire curriculum
opportunities of regular students the tyranny and suppression that Is-.government
evident" The state makes so
agencies;
federal
reach those who do not come out
at American.
The Washington Joumafism
many
of the day to day decisions
public information offices; and
the
about
for activities.
formation
For
W ftu Snub tUlronu. that wi ai
more. The semester of study wifl Semester is one of seven offerings Washington Semester Programs,
The program in which the
Americans take for granted. There .
provide students of joumafism and through American's Washington
students are involved in is full of
write or caB The Washington
Program.
Semester
The
other
schools
outside
much discontentment in the
from
fields
is
related
variety. College Hills has a "fun
Semester Programs, The
Soviet Union, similar to wnar we
the Washington, D.C, area with a subjects studied include foreign
night" every Tuesday which the
American University, Washingfind in America, but there. is not
basic knowledge of the methods, policy, national government,
ton, D.C, 20016, (202)
students help organize and often
development.
nearly as much dissidence as one
international
games,
things
as
They
such
run.
do
In
99
dances, shuffleboard, and more.
WJkmson found that it was not '
On Sunday afternoons they help
easy for an American to make "
'with a vesper service, and Sunday
World
will
speak
the
contact with Russians hi everyday
about
Presbyterian
Westminster
night three residents (on a sign-u"our meetings with
situations
basis are treated to dinner at Church has designated the month Council of Churches Program to
wS
for the most part
were
Racism.
Westminster
Russians
Combat
the
MONTH.
MISSION
of February
Kittredge by the whole Bontrager
set-urelationships
money
were
collect
blankets
and
and
also
will
use
this
Westminster
weekly
clan. There are also
by CChra Nelson
usually
short
--ved. It seemed that opportunity to explore the mission for Church World Service refugee
meetings of residents and volun"Prospective students are not
alter a certain penoa or tune.
teers which are rumored to be projects, tasks, and theology of projects on this day.
special financial consideragiven
Sunday,
worship
service
on
usually about six weeks, our Soviet
The
Westminster and the United
riotous.
tion because they are debaters."
wifl
theology
on
the
focus
22,
Feb.
cut us oft We were
acquaintances
United
in
the
Presbyterian
Church
Besides weekly activities, there
There, The only aid given is financial.
(he
mutuality,
mission.
of
season why, we
and
never
of
sue
States.
plays
special
as
such
events
are
According to Dr. Sanders chair- think they must have feared for
congregational
will
another
also
be
wiO
begin
on
month
They
the
and concerts to attend on campus,
"
man of the speech department as
Sunday, Feb. 1, with the Reverend potluck supper this evening weU as the debating coach, "There their jobs, or maybe they simply
parties at the home, and a disco
feamrl ik ftflFKj the Ruwcbtnc
at 530. This supper will
dance at the Red Baron. College John Perkins, as their guest beginning
is no debating scholarship."
the
include
very hospitable to Americans,- a
on'
shmr
prugiam
are
Rev.'
is
the
Perkins
preacher.
Hifls residents might stop by the
In 1970 the College of Wooster .once a certain protocol
Westminster
and
global
of
mission
Director of The Voice of Calvary
house to say heDo or bring cookies.
r had the top debating team in the uiKkrstancfing of social moresand'
Is '
Ministries in Jackson, Mississippi. the United Presbyterian Church.
In return, students can be seen
then, Wooster has achieved.
Since
nation.
slide
wd
a
feature
His sermon title is "Journey This piuujam
doing odd jobs around the apartpresentation on mission in been among the top five teamssuch
Why is Wilkinson so drawn to
ments and grounds of the Through Samaria". Rev. Perkins show
An impressive record
Rev. Robert Lodwick.
by
Brazi
Russia?
Adult
Church
will
lead
an
1 fed a real and deep;
also
community.
as this leads one to wonder to what intellectual
I School class that morning at 9 am
stimulation just reading
Rev.Lodwick attends WestOver winter break, students who
encourage
extent does the College
former
is
and
a
Church
with the acadernia and
talking
minster
and
House.
Church
the
in
live close enough are invited to a
debaters?
missionary ki Brazi
me
Criminal
sruoenct
is
8,
Feb.
universny. l gam an
Sunday,
ai
chosen
is
one
party
and
Christmas
The admissions office plays an inner refreshment In an irtteQectual
begin
at
United
Sunday
in
worship
the
All
services
to play the role of a (young) Santa ' Justice
integral part in terms of notifying sense and I find time for reflection -1030. ajn. in McGaw Chapel on
Claus. The highlight of the year is a Presbyterian Church. In worship
that a due
the
. speech department
slower pace of life I also
Westminster will explore
the campus of the College of prospective
picnic at Bontrager on Parents
interested in find, to the
student
is
an
to the exploration
justice
criminal
attraction
Wooster.
vi
Weekend when volunteers. Coldebating. The speech', department of new and fresh things in life;
Wayne
County
and
in
projects
residents,
parents,
lege Hills
win then, send information or perhaps similar
wifl also be a
the feelings ;
brothers 'and sisters, gather, to Ohio. There
possibly telephone the student many felt ' when to
supper
pothjek
China
congregational
was first
several
demonstrate the fun that
is not part of
Violations Financial enticement
opened up to Westerners."
this evening with a short program
'
generations can enjoy.
the process.
.' v
(
of
Professor Wilkinson wiO he
Stanford
Increase
The Bontrager volunteers have on the local and national mission
Aside from contacting a student taDdngat convocation on February '
the
and
Church
become an important part of the v Westminster
' Honor code violations are oh directly, high school debating 18 about his experiences, and
United Presbyterian Church. The
life of College Hills. This year,
coaches are cultivated. During the
potluck will begin at 5:30 in
the rise at Stanford U., says fall Wooster sponsors a high school general impressions of Russia. His
many of the original house memMackey HaH .
Ombudsman John Goheen. He debating tournament: h is then that convocation is called "Nostalgia for ,
bers will graduate. Their numbers
Bishop
Sunday,
Feb.
15.
On
the growing pressure on contacts with coaches are made. the Present, An American's Assessattributes
have been swelled by women
Yeakel, Bishop of the
Joseph
ment of
Year ki the U.S.S.R."
Code to a general "age
Honor
the
flexible
find
who
the
'and men
Sanders stressed that the, pro- Professor a Wilkinson creates
of
York
New
Conference
job
Central
an
poor
uncertainty,"
a
of
program (no fixed hours) easy to
spective student is usually the me illustrative and fascinating imagery ;
will
Church,
Methodist
United
the
competiincreased
.
outlook,
and
fun."
plain
work with and "just
to express interest in debate. The'
guest preacher. Bishop
tion for grades and admission to contact made after that is "pri- through his recollections of the
Each year letters have been sent by be the
has been very active in the selective graduate schools.
Soviet Union. This convocation is a
the senior citizens in an appeal to .Yeakel Council
marily as an admissions process."
,
of Churches and
World
;
V
must
continue the. program.
s
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Washington Journalism Seminar Offered in Fall
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Meet Your Candidates During Debate in Pit Sunday at 7 p.m.

PRESIDENT:

President, I would like to reorganize the structure of SGA to make
it more responsive to student
needs and to provide a more
diversified General Assembly. My
plans also include making SGA
and what it is doing more
accessible to the college community. The issue of race relations on
campus is a high priority for next- quarter. I would also like to work
relaon upgrading
faculty-stude-

nt

tions.

'

J--

PIZZA":

believe that
have the
experience necessary to meet the
K
mti
Ht
The College of Wooster student
"contact committee." This challenges of this position.-M- y
is a factory of learning. The
body does not have a strong
contact committee would visit J freshman year I was a representa
various chartered organizations
tive to the General Assembly of enough voice in matters of de' defined by the administration and
such as the BSA, ISA, ISC, ICC, SGA and served on the Social cision making directly, influencing the faculty, and the model students
and. program and freshman
Affairs Committee. During the past studerrts.cn government is
are those who. fulfill their predorms. In this way the SGA could year I have been
of
joke due to Its scribed roles. Rather than being an
a
college
community
serve the
I
the SGA. As
ineffectiveness, the failure of stu- educational community in which
much more effectively.
served as chairman of. the Educadent government is its cautious all members are equal and strive
I stepped out of SGA this year
tional Affairs Committee and attitude towards the administration for common goals, the College is a
and really observed the system attended all faculty meetings. I
failure to articulate what structured society with a hierarchy
from the outside. I feel I can bring served as a voting member of the and its
feeling. On and no unifying purpose.
If
students
to SGA a fresh, new perspective Educational Policy Committee, of specific are really
I fully support "a students
issues,
adults,
they
are
thea
and thereby improve campus hie Campus Council, and the Trustee
minority studies requirement for should be treated with the same
I am currently on the Judicial
Student Relations Committee. I the college. Also, the COW tee consideration offered to members
Board and have beenon SGA for also ran meetings of the General
shirt inddAit shows the lack of of the Faculty and the Ad
two years, so I have worked Assembly in the absence of the
student influence on'the admini- ministration.
closely with faculty and students. president. The knowledge of SGA
As a member of Campus
stration's decision making process.
processes and the experience in I think my clear position can be Council, I will propose the revision
dealing with people that I gained
expressed by this jjhrase: The of the Scot's Key and the Statues
through these roles are indispensCollege of Wooster exists for the oflnstruction, so that the purpose
able tools for the position of
students, not the students for the of the College is clearly defined
I only know that if
"
president
college.
and an. educational community
,
elected, and with your continued
TREASURER:
proitroted. In addition, I will
support, I could work toward
encourage greater interaction not
creating a Student Government
R. Hull
only between the Student Body,
Association that would be both Having served as the President of
I'm giad to know that there are Faculty and Administration, as a
visible and effective. That would the Student Council in my high
at least a few people who have whole, but also among the
s
take the views of students into school and representing Babcock enough interest in what transpires
themselves. Better communis
consideration and offer them in in the SGA, I think I have gained
here at the College to have read Ication between equal people will
return viable solutions. Don't give some experience in dealing with this
far. Those of us with that much lead to the. identification of the
up on student government give it the special problems of the
know very well that there needs, on our campus and an
interest
a chance.
students. Confident of my abilities are presently too many important ability
to satisfy' them. '
and willing to devote the necessary issues on campus for me to
Maxwell- time for
job, I ask for your adequately address any of them in
As a result of being a support. the
During mis past year 1 have
paragraph.
We
know
also
that
one
representative to the Student
found my position as a Campus
Holly
a mere list of one's past experience Council Member at large to have
Government Association, serving
Ha ving been an SGA and positions held does not tell
on the Financial Affairs representative
for Holden Hall last .how well one has performed in been an effective way of influ
Committee, and also through my
year and for Andrews Hall this those positions or, more important- encing college policy xn student
involvement with the Kenarden
year, as weD as an active member ly, how one will perform hi future
Environmental Board, I have
Last spring I worked on the
of the Financial Affairs Committee positions?
gained a genuine interest and
Council
Budget Committee, which
for the past five quarters, I feel that
I, therefore, challenge everyone allocates money
concern about the issues of this
from the student
I am the best possible candidate
who shares my sincere concern for activities fees to chartered organcampus.
for the , position of Student the state of campus matters to
Government treasurer. I have had directly address any questions to izations. In the fall Council began
financial experience in balancing me. My box number is 1849 and revising the memorandum, which
I intend to avail this opportunity
we completed this- - winter. Cur- credits and debits previous to my my ext. is 271.
to make the faculty and adminis
rentkr.j i in addition to recnilar Home ,
I am also familiar
college
career.
v
tration more aware of students
I've been working with, a sub- with the SGA expense books and
special, and general, needs. I
Ellis
Icommittee
that is looking into'
well
acquainted
with the various
believe that we can all benefit from
the Campus Interadal
responsibilities
I will try to keep the flow of
of
the
of
office
increased communication and coProgram" (formerly Hesson
treasurer.
communication open between the
operation between "them" and
Mouse).
student
body
entire
and the
us".
majoring In
I am a. Junior,
Byj administration. I will try to recogKevin
all
student wants and needs Political Science.
finding out the students needs and nize
desires through questionnaires and keep an open mind towards
and initiating programs catering to each individual. Also, I will attempt v - feel that the most important
those answers," I feel I can to help all campus groups and asset needed to be a Campus
encourage student involvement allocate to each a budget that is fair Council member - is experience.
and just to each organization.
and school enthusiasm. ....
Presently 1 am the Student
I have had extensive experience
Services and Special Projects
A.
with student government, both in
Committee Chairperson of the
During the past two and a half SGA. In this position I am
Student Council and as a class
officer in my hiah school.
years, I have participated in the presently a member-at-larg- e
on
I have served on
following
Council.
Campus
activities
that
would
,
am presently an sGA prove to be beneficial to a Campus the Budget committee of Campus
representative for Andrews Hafl Council Member-at-LargCouncil, where student money, is
and a member of the Social Affairs
1. Judicial Board Secretary
allocated to various student organiCommittee. My experience on the
2. Student Activities Board
zations. I feel that--I have reprecommittee has been a great asset, Special Events and Interests sented the student body well oyer
giving me
observations committee member
the past year, and I would hope to
of
the SAC functions, both
3. Student Government Associa
1
do so in tne coming year.
independently, and as a part of a tion member
larger whole
Campus exposure is an important criteria to have
for this position and because, of my
various involvement in campus
activities I feel J am well qualified.-f- t
Kits
is Important that the person elected
this position can interact not just
to
COPIES
COPIES
with the student body, but with
both faculty and administration as
INDEPENDENT STUDIES
well Because I fulfill the requireResumes
ments I feel are important for this
Theses
Special
position, I feel well suited for the
Reports
position of Campus Council
Orders
I

I

would also like to set up a

I
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Missy Betcher

have been a member of SGA tor
three years and am currently
completing my second term as
Secretary. My continual involvement in SGA and other campus
organizations has given me insight
into the needs of the campus. As

Campus Council Member - at -Large
Matthew Bieniek.;
Dan
Harkins f Vk!lru
ie
rn$rtistn
fha

Kristin Buckey

John Barr

Eugenia
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Swim Teams Burn Through G AC
by David Bryan
The swim teams of the College

of Wooster, the top ranked Scotties
and the number two ranked Scots,
both shone this past week, the
Scotties swimming past Muskingum by a 90-4score and the Scots
made waves as they beat Wittenberg 61 50. Ella Romig, Cathy
Bosworth, Derb Allenby, and Julie
Schubert continued to lead. the
Scotties as they combined for four
Individual first and apair of relay
'wins. The Scots relied on John
Ebert and Rick Wurster who
picked up an individual win apiece
nd also participated on a winning
day.
The Scotties opened up the
meet with a win in the 400 medley
relay as Bosworth, Allenby Schubert, Bosworth, and Marrie
r
swept the event Lisa Bove
claimed a second in the 50 back
and freshman Christie Meket came
In third in the 50 breast
Anne Howes and Derb Allenby
came in one, two in the 100 fly and
Amy McCumpha claimed . her
usual win in the one meter diving,
k was Ella Romig and Julie Fair
swimming to a. first and second,
respectively in the 50 free. Bove
claimed a win in the 100 back and
Bosworth was just ,9 tenths of a
Mcond off the national cutoff, time
with her 1.05.8 win in the 100 IM.
Allenby swam to a first in the 50
fly and McCumpha dove to a first
the one meter optional diving,
too. Sherri Sterling swam to a win
In an off event for her, the 100
breast, and then the relay squad of
Bosworth. Neumer, Romkj, and
Schubert set a pool and school
record and even hit the national
cut off time with a win and a
4.44.45.
The Scotties swim 'John Carroll
at home this Saturday, 2:00 the
starting time. After that, it is on to
the state championships at Oberlin
The way the
on February
Scotties are swimming now, they
are looking to dethrone the
Kenyon women from their title that
the Scotties finished second in the
running for last year.
The Scots of the pool started
things off with a win in the 400
medley relay. Wurster, Ebert,
9
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by Katharine L. Blood
"Excellent Competition brought

out ,stalwart performances,"

praised Craig Penney, the coach
of the Wooster women's track
team. The Scotties continued to
improve their times at Ohio
Wesley an Friday, February 6. The
women place third with 25 points
behind division I school Ohio

University

(89)

1

i

time and winding up fourth in the.
600.

A

Teresa deGuzman continued
her outstanding performances in
the distance events. She cut three
seconds of last weeks field house
record and placed second with a
time of 1128.5.
"We continue to improve in all
events. The women are becoming
.

19-2-

--

in-secon- d

-

--

followed with a third in the on- -'
meter diving competition. Andrew
took a second in the 200 fly.
Bosland came in third in the 200
'
fry, too.
Ebert swam to victory in the 100
free with Silverwood following him
in with a third. Rob Corts pulled off
a victory in the 200 back by a wide
margin. Bob Black swam to a win
in the 500 free and , O'Daniel
conr on p. 26
V

Scot Tracksters Produce FuD Deck
Finish Third at Livingston Relays
by Katharine Blood
"For the first time since I've
coached at the College of Wooster
we've entered a complete team in
the relays.. .its made a tremendous
difference, said Jim Bean, coach
of the men's track team.
The Scots had a fine
performance in the Livingston
Relays at Denison on Saturday,
February 7. The men placed third

second behind Kenyon with a time
of 10:58.8.
The Scots also, did well in the
high hurdles, placing third. This
team was made up of Earl Wise,
Terry Goodman and Dan Sechrist
who also had to battle the problem
of the indoor facilities- during
practice.
"Overall we had a great day. We
went into the meet and felt we had
a real shot at it. The guys did a
heck of a job," said Bean. "We
have a couple of holes, but we will
fill them by spring. When we
compete with these same teams
outdoors in the spring we won't be
third but first," he added. ;
The Scots will travel to
Otterbein next Friday, February
13, to compete with . Capital,
-

-

with 30 points behind Denison and.
Capital who had 40 points apiece
while "beating Marietta (29J4),
Kenyon (28), Oberlin (13), and
Heidelberg (44).
"It was a heck of a good day and
we felt good about the meet,"
continued Bean. The Scots won
the long jump relay consisting of
the team of Earl Wise, Tim
Jackson, 'and Craig Eisenfelder
who jumped 18'111, 199" and'
20" 5", respectively for a team total
of 59'2. Wise, Jackson and
Eisenfelder also combined
to place fourth in the triple
jump. "The incredible thing
guys do so well without a pit
to practice with - that's to their
credit,'' praised Bean. The pole
vaulting team of Brian Wadman,'
Mike Smith and Terry Goodman
finished second in their event
adding points to the total.
The men running the 3,200 yard

--

I
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commented Bean. John Johns,
Tom Lhzler, Kevin Quinn and
John Metz did a tremendous job.
winning with the time of 8:35.3.
The distance Medley made up of
Johns, Quinn and Metz and joined
by Abdou Sarr finished a close

and Ohio .more confident and more

Wesley an (43) and defeated
Kenyon who scored three points.
Charlene Kemp led the Scotties''
with her double victories in the 60
yard hurdles and 60 yard dash with
the times of 8.5 and 7.4. Robin
Mayo finished a close second
behind Kemp in the 60 yard dash
with a time of 7.5 and placed third
in the long jump with an excellent
jump of 16"9. Pam Willis also
added points in the sprinting
department with a third in the 220
yard dash. Katie Blood joined
Kemp, Mayo and Willis to make up
the 880 relay team which came in

the most
, "In my estimation,
outstanding performance of the
meet was the challenge Sue
Roberts fought off in thel.OOO
yard run," complimented Penney.
The woman challenged her twice
but Sue just kept on running. It
was great!" he said. Heather
Murphy also did well in the middle
distances shaving a second of her

demanding of themselves to do
better," commented Penney. "It is
too early for predictions but we will
definitely be a factor in the
championship meet, on February

Our pizza is a nutritional
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items from each of the 4
basic food groups: bread, dairy,
vegetables and meats.
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The Scotties hope to keep their
winning way at Otterbein Friday,
February" 13, where they face
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Each cup is a $.25 value
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Bosland, and Silverwood turned a
4.10.9 to win. Rick Andrew, who
also had a good night, came
in the 1000 free and was
led home by the winner, ODaniel,
who saw arr 11.50.6 for the victory.
Jeff Strater and Bob Black came in
one, two in the 200 free.
Wurster won the 50 free with a
time of 23.88 and Rob Corts was'
second. Dave Riley claimed a win
in the 200 IM and Jim Bosland
came in a close second. Corts
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Scotties Throw Scare at Defiance
by David Bryan
The Fighting Scotties displayed
their basketball talents in full bloom
last week as they knocked off the
Ohio Wesleyan Bishops in a
lopsided contest and then bowed
to the highly ranked women's team
The
from Defiance College. 67-6Scotties used their quickness at the
guard and small forward positions
to run and play very aggressive
defense in both games and
committed very few turnovers for
that style of play. The Woo
Women also used superior passing
and shooting to Jake early leads in
both "games, but in the Defiance
game couldn't hold on for the
2.

popped in a basket on a Basinger
assist. Campbell dropped one in on

a Leslie assist, and Mullett
bombed one in off a Chapman
steal and assist The Scotties
continued to pass well and opened
up an early second half 21 point
lead, .
With 12:04 remaining
in the game, the Scotties had
opened up a 31 point lead, 62-3and after awhile, the Wooster
squad still led by 30. Play began to
get sloppy, and the Scotties began
to pick up most of their nine
turnovers for the night.
48-27-

1,

Field goal percentage was a
Woo advantage, the Scotties shoofrom the floor, while
ting 40
The Scotties
Defiance shot
put Defiance at the foul line quite
often with 28 fouls, compared with
only 12 on the home team. The
Defiance team potted twenty one
points from the foul line.
The Scotties have two games
remaining before the Satelite Tournament to determine who goes on
to the State Championships at
Malone.

38.

Classified Ads

victory.

The Scotties opened the Ohio
Wesleyan game with a hoop by
Lisa Mullett from fifteen feet and
never looked back. A basket by Jill
Basinger was offset by a Bishop's
goal, but Kris Leslie took the ball
inside off a nice assist from Mullett
An Ohio Wesleyan hoop was
followed by a sweet move by Pam
Chapman, as she went
against her Bishop and hit the
bottom of the net from eight feet

Services

.

--

e

one-on-on-

The Scotties played very well
and passed much better than 'could
have been expected, as they
passed their way to the tune of 32
assists for the night, h was a big
factor in the game as most of the
Bishops baskets were one on one
moves on their own.
--

--

away.
It was then Leslie from the foul
line. Mullett on a Campbell assist.
Chapman from fifteen, and a pair
of free throws by Mullett as the
-

Scotties burst out to a 16-- lead.
Leslie continued the onslaught
with a hoop down the middle on
an assist from Chapman and
Basinger scored on a Mullett assist.
Campbell men scored off a
beautiful assist from Basinger as
she cut down the middle of the
lane and dumped off for the hoop.
Finally after a period of 4:33, the
Bishops broke through with a
hoop. The Scotties then proceeded
over
to outscore the Bishops 20-1the remaining 11 minutes of the
first half to take a 42-2lead into
the locker room. The constant idea
of "pass. pass, pass" seemed to
work well for the Scotties in the
first half, as they chalked up 12
assists in the opening period.
The Scotties confined to pass for
hoops in the second half, as Mullett
6

ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control

Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market St.

Call ton free
9150.
Wilderness Studies Grants: Financial assistance grants are now
available for students in 1981
Spring Field Quarter with Wilder1-800--

362

Studies,

ness
The Defiance team was only up
by one at the half. 26-2but it
seemed that the Scotties couldn't
get anything to go their way during
the second half of the game. Kris
Leslie and Pam Chapman split 28
points to lead the Scotties in
scoring. Lisa Mullett and Jean
Campbell hitting double figures
with 12 and 10 points respectively.
5,

University

Men's Volleyball Team Third
At Ohio Univ. Invitational
by Kqtharine L. Blood
"Everyone played well," said
The College of Wooster men's Schulte. It was agood effort by
volleyball team got off to a fine everyone on the team. Tom Wobte
start in their first tournament of did the '"Coaching and did an
University, exceptional job. Mark Swan"
the year
Saturday, February 7. The Scots simger, Brian Boyd, Tod Edel and
finished third behind Ohio State Mike Riffee all played outstanding
and Ohio University, while beating games."
Baldwin-WallacOberfin, and
The more we play the better we;
Marietta.
are getting. We hope to place'
The tournament began at 9:30. second or third next week at Ohio
am with round robin play, where State where we meet the same
each team played two games teams. I think we have a good shot
against all the other teams. In at it," predicted Schulte.
round robin play every member of
all teams play in order to gain
experience. Wooster did well in
these preliminary games where
they beat Oberlin two games, lost
to Ohio State, and split games with
coht frorn p. 15
the remaining teams.
After the preliminary games the
teams were seeded. "Unfortunatefollowed him in for second.
ly we were put into the same
Swimming the last two events in
bracket as Ohio State," said
exhibition, the Scots "donated" the
last two events to the Tigers, even,
though Strater won the 200 breast
.

at-O- hio

e,

Swimming

impressively.

Dan Schulte. "Ohio
State has the best team in the
league. It consists of transfer
studentswho are ineligible to play,
on the varsity team this year. They
don't consider volleyball as a fun
game, but rather a career," he
player-coac-

of

California, Santa Cruz. Field quarters are 15 unit backpacking
studies of ecology, botany, land
studies or nature photography in
wildlands in the Rocky Mountains,
oierra Nevada or the Colorado
Plateau. Financial assistance grants
available for 50 percent of tuition.
For information and forms write
Wilderness Studies, Cardiff House,
University, of California, Santa
Cruz. Santa Cruz, CA 95064 or
phone (408) 429 2822.

h

continued.

The Scots have, a meet with
Denison (Feb. 21) and they go to
the OAC championships at Oberlin
on the 26th thru the 28th. -

'

.

The Scots played Obertiri first
and proceeded to beat them two
straight games,
and 15-- to
allow them to go on to the semifinals. In the
s
the men
faced Ohio State, losing soundly
15- - , and 15-.

15-1- 1,

9

semi-final-

8.

......... ..
...

3

1

Chapman had 12 of the Scotties

36 rebounds. The Defiance team
had 42.. Turnovers were almost
even. Wooster with 17 and
Defiance with 14. The Scotties
gained back a slight statistical edge
in the steal department. 19 to 14.
Darlene Kemp and Pam Chapman
each had six steals for the Scotties.
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Grapplers Fourth in GLCA's

8

4

8

3--

3

Romaine and Kalamazoo's Dave
Smith. Srock also downed conference rival Rino Ordini for the
second time this season, 5-Meyers also took three of four
and did it in similar fashion. The.
150 pounder scored pins over
Andy Tarvin of Ohio Wesleyan
and Wick Cochran of Depauw. To
top things off Meyers knocked off
Kalamazoo's Jeff Ma honey 16-Manwaring won two of his three
contested matches including an
11-victory over Ed Barn hart of
Wabash. The defeat of Barnhart
represented the only Wooster
victory over Wabash in the tournament Manwaring also downed
Tom Dalish of Ohio Wesleyn.
Manwaring's only loss was to Daryl
2.

9.

4

Stout

of

Kalamazoo,

who

eventually finished undefeated.
Coach Bob Yomboro had mixed
feelings about the tournament,
"Overall I thought we did pretty
weH except for a couple disappointments,' said Yomboro. "It
tournament
was our first
since December so we learned a lot
of things."
The Scots host a quadrangular
meet Saturday. Muskingum, Capitol: and Case will provide the
opposition. "We're beginning the
stretch run toward the OACs (next
week at Muskingum)," said Yomboro. "We ought to peak by then."
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by Hank Speny
The Fighting Scot grapplers did
well in dual meet competition at
the Great Lakes Colleges Association tournament last weekend at
Ohio Wesleyan University. Unfortunately, they didn't do as well
in the overall point standings and
finished a disappointing fourth of
five teams at the tourney.
Powerful Wabash College of
Indiana took the top spot with a
whopping 142 points. Kalamazoo
trailed Wabash with 93 tallies and"
host Ohio Wesleyan finished third
with 91. Wooster was fourth with
72 points and "epauw of Indiana
wallowed in the basement with 64
points.
The puzzling thing is that the
Scots did very well in dual meet
competition. In fact the Scots beat
Ohio Wesleyan 25-1and bed
Kalamazoo 24-2two teams
that finished ahead of the Septs in
the point standings. In addition the
Scots soundly defeated Depauw
30-1and the only loss the Scots
suffered was a
thrashing at
the hands of Wabash, the 15th
rated wrestling squad in the
country last year.
John Srock, Pete Meyers, and
Bruce Manwaring claimed individual honors. Srock won three of
his four tournament matches,
including pins of Depauw's Jeff
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